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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jimeno Álvarez has contributed to the dictionary with 6245 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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prefijo homo
Homo-prefijal element which enters into the formation of words with the meaning of ' just 39, ' identical 'Gr. homos from
code, the same.

pregónate
the verb pregopregonar.1. tr. Publish, notorious aloud something to make you reach to todos.2 knowledge. tr. Someone
said: say and publish voices merchandise or gender that leads to vender.3. tr. Publish what was hidden or what should
callarse.4. tr. Praise in public the facts, virtues or qualities of alguien.5. tr. p us. Declare someone malefactor,
proscribir.nar

preguntas parlamentarias
Parliamentary questions are questions by MEPs to the European Parliament to the other institutions and bodies of the
European Union. They constitute a direct instrument of parliamentary control with respect to other institutions and bodies
of the EU.Distinguishes three categories of parliamentary questions: oral questions asked during parliamentary sessions
and registered in the «Debates of the day» that can be followed or not a resolution ( article 115 ).    Questions for the
"question time" made during the plenary sessions at the times provided for this purpose ( 116 41 article;.    Written
questions with request for written response ( article 117 ).

premio nobel de la paz
The Nobel Peace Prize is one of the five Nobel prizes which were instituted by the inventor and Swedish industrialist
Alfred Nobel. This award is " the person who has worked more or better for fraternity among Nations, the abolition or
reduction of the existing armies and the celebration and promotion of 34 peace processes; according to the own Nobel's
will. While the delivery of the remaining Nobel prizes takes place in Stockholm, capital of Sweden, this prize is given in
the city of Oslo, the capital of Norway by the Norwegian Nobel Committee of the Norwegian Parliament.

premisas
Plural of premise.In logic, each of the proposals prior to the conclusion of an argumento.1 in a valid argument is a
premise, the premises entail the conclusion, but this is not necessary to make a proposition a premise: the only thing
relevant is its place in the argument, not its rol.2 to be propositions, the premises always assert or deny something and
can be true or false.

premunicion
The State of relative immunity that reduces infections.

premunido
Masculine singular past participle of verb " premunir ".  (America ). Provide rather as prevention or care for any purpose.

prensa rosa
The heart or tabloid journalism are two names that receive a form of journalism dedicated to reporting on the lives of
celebrities and entertainers. It should be clearly distinguished from yellow or tabloid press.

prensible
prensilprensil adj. standable Serving to grasp or catch.



prepasiciones
prepasiciones is incorrectly written and should be written as " 34 propositions; being its meaning: < /br > prepasiciones =
Preposicionla preposicionesplural preposition is the kind of Word invariably introduced the so-called prepositional
phrase. Prepositions usually have the function of introducing attached, and sometimes also required Add-ons ligand
name or nominal phrase which preceded immediately with a verb or another name that precedes them. In some
languages the prepositions can not lead a phrase prepositional, as in English, where it may even appear at the end of
the sentence.

preposisiones
Plural of preposition. The preposition is the kind of Word invariably introduced the so-called prepositional phrase.
Prepositions usually have the function of introducing attached, and sometimes also required Add-ons ligand name or
nominal phrase which preceded immediately with a verb or another name that precedes them. In some languages the
prepositions can not lead a phrase prepositional, as in English, where it may even appear at the end of the sentence.

prescrinir
Determine, send or point.Prescribe.

presentedel verbo cocer
This ( I ) bakes ( you ) cueces ( the ) baking ( US ) Cook ( you ) You cocéis ( they ) baking

prestigitador
prestigitador = magician magician, - ra s. m. and f. person making other magic tricks and sleight of hand. illusionist,
magician.

pretuberancia
Extrusion f. Protuberance or bulge, more or less rounded.In astronomy, very hot vapors around the sun rash. In pl.

prevalescencia
pervalescencia = from prevaleceradj.me adj.f. What prevails, what prevails.

prevendado
prevendado it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "prebendado" being its meaning:<br>prevendado =
prebendadoprebendar.1. tr. Confer a benefice to someone.  2 intr. Obtain a Prebend. U t. c. prnl.

prexcitación
In cardiology preexcitation is called to the situation in which ventricular mass is activated earlier than would be expected,
in part or in its entirety; This gives rise to the emergence of a very short PR or a deformation of the QRS complex, or
both at the same time.

primigeniamente
of primigenioprimigenio, nia.  ( from lat. primigenus ).1. adj. primitive, original.

princesa rosa
New short story for niñ@s; created by: Priscali



princesos
A Princeso is a version do men do a Princess, and was born as a response in the form of satire to the attitude of many
women who abuse the feminist message and complain all that hurt its supposed hierarchy in royalty, this as a way of
increasing their self-esteem and for autodenominares do princesses do against everyone.??

principales siglas de empresas oministerios del peru
Centre of high national studies - CAENCentro of numerical weather prediction and climate - Cpntccofidecomision
national supervisor of securities - Conasevcomision's promotion of the small and micro-enterprises - Prompymecomision
for the promotion of export - PROMPEXCONACTRA Ministry of agriculture (MINAG )Ministry of energy and economy
MinasMinisterio and Financeministry of Educacionministerio of DefensaMinisterio of foreign trade and tourism, (41
MINCETUR;Ministry of the Interior

principio juridico
In General, you can set that principles point out those behaviors that are considered valuable, and must therefore be
carried out. As a result, if the principles offer indications about what should be the appropriate behavior, constitute a kind
of standards, since these always Orient action prescribing or banning something. When analyzing are 40 standards;
generically speaking ) we can define them as do the set of principles or response rules that govern collective life and are
one of the instruments of social control that has in its hands the Organization of society do.?? Based on the above
definition, the rules can be classified in two large blocks: guiding principles and rules. -

priorización
1. Prioritization is a management technique of the criminal investigation that allows to establish, in accordance with
criteria, an order of care in order to ensure the effective enjoyment of the fundamental right of access to the
administration of Justice in material equality. whereby criteria for prioritization of situations and cases are adopted, and
creates a new system of criminal investigation and management of those in the Office of the
Attorney-General<br>2.-Prioritization means to accommodate in order of importance, almost always relating to tasks to
do, principles or choose which is more important, to give priority.

proactiva
proactive-proactive vaSer means having total control of your own thoughts, emotions and attitudes. It means believing
that you have the power to change negative situations and take control of your life. Being proactive leads to happiness.
It starts with being aware of oneself.

probehido
Procedural or interlocutory judgment.Equipped to provide.

problemas somaticos
Somatic disorders are a group of disorders in which any underlying psychological problems leads to symptoms of grief
and physical disability.

procaduria
Procuraduria is incorrectly written, and should be written as "office" being its meaning:<br>Procuraduria =
Procuraduriase defined as Attorney to the entity that gathers who serves as Procurator and, therefore, is the name that
identifies the office where she works the Attorney ( which is the individual who, in a power or faculty, running something
on behalf of another subject ).In this sense, we have to underline that there is a wide variety of types of attorneys. So,
for example, we have the Attorney in courts which is representing various communities and regions in the
aforementioned governmental institution, the general Syndic which is which in the municipalities is responsible for
defending the rights of peoples, or formerly known as Procurator of the Kingdom.



procedimiento de grato
The procedure consists, on the one hand, the communication addressed to the Government of another country
informing him of the intention to appoint a certain person as head of mission, requesting the same time which will
indicate if the proposed candidate is welcome. The favorable response of the recipient Government is what properly
constitutes the do placet would or do agrement would.????

proceso de desligitimacion
process of favor is incorrectly written and it should be written as "delegitimation" being its meaning:<br>favor =
Deslegitimacionla delegitimisation of the State makes reference that failure that the State provide the required basic
services that it needs, but to cover alsoperformed in concrete first we shred the meaning of each element that integrates
it.It means de-legitimisation as loss of power, strength or veracity that is about undeterminado object.And when
speaking of State referred to the political organization of a country, i.e., the power structure that gets particular territory
and population, therefore these elements previously mentioned such as the power, territory and nation make up what is
the State and therefore this is either identified with each of those.

procion
Procion is a trademark of reactive dyes fibre. They are commonly used in the tie-dye and other textile crafts. They are
Dichloro-triazine dyes and were originally made by Imperial Chemical Industries. The brand name is now owned by
Dystar, but, given that the patent on the dyes has expired, many manufacturers around the world now make them

prodomo
Initial 1-phase in the evolution of a disease.<br>2.-upset that precedes a disease.<br>3.-beginning of an event.<br>4.
the prodrome term used in medicine to refer to the initial symptoms that precede the development of a disease. It can be
used both in singular and in plural ( 41 prodromos.<br>5.-the term prodrome is derived from prodromus latin and Greek
prodromos meaning, precursor of an event.<br>6.-the concept of the prodrome may be considered as: the first form of a
disorder psychotic.: A syndrome that confers greater vulnerability to psychosis, that is, a mental state at risk would or
would a precursor State.????

profesiograma
1.-the basis is a document that specifies the characteristics of the job, and their needs.<br>2.-the basis consists of a
document that organizes the tecnico-organizativas connections by means of a graph that summarizes the skills and
abilities of the jobs that exist and that the workers comply.

progilidad
progilidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "neatly" as meaning:<br>progilidad = prolijidadprolijidad s. f.
characteristic of an explanation or exposure that is too long and detailed.

programacion disfuncional
The nervous system generates patterns of conduct ( reorganization of the nervous tissue 41 fluidic field; in which
includes pain, through favouring certain neural circuits, causing conditioned emotional responses or pain, in the
presence of specific stimuli. These patterns operate at the subconscious level and become part of the consciousness of
the self, the individual is identified with them. Experience the reality influenced by the conditioned patterns that away it
from its originality as being. Undoubtedly once arrived at this point, it is revealed the importance of the psychological
aspect in a dysfunctional pattern programming, but also in his deprogramming.

promter
promise = prompteren English prompteren Spanish pointer



propiciado
1.-led s, the participle of promote.<br>2.-Propiciado auspicious. Inclined to do good.

propicie
conducive in propciarpropiciar tr. Softening, appease the wrath [of one], making it favourable, benign and supportive. 
(Amer.  ) Sponsor, propose.

propiedades de la frutilla
Among the properties which has strawberries, is it's do contain a significant amount of fiber, which helps control
intestinal transit and avoiding constipation or constipation do.??It also contains therapeutic properties that are even
related to natural prevention of some diseases such as cancer and anemia.

propiedades teológicas de la sangre
theological properties of the sangre.purifica, in it there is redemption, takes away sin, clean from all sin, clean
conscience, etc.

propositiva
Proactive is a person whose vocation is directed towards action but no way hasty but after the necessary reflection to
reach correct conclusions or viable solutions. As is sensed when reading the term, purposeful people constantly
proposes arguments or value solutions that result in processes of change or improvement.

prorreligioso
«prorreligioso» ( I'm going to call it that ) who defends the "positive secularism" and the terminological distinction
between "secularism" and "secularism". This latter qualifies it «negative», «radical» sometimes and in some cases of
«covert form of State atheism»

prorrumpieron
the verb prorrumpirprorrumpir v. intr.1 show a sense of sudden and intense way: shout applause. estallar.2 out with
force a thing.

prorrumpir en
prorrumpir.1. intr. Get something with impetu.2. Intr. Utter suddenly and with force or violence a voice, sigh or other
demonstration of pain or vehement passion. She burst into sobs.

prosedieron
Proceder1 v. intr.1 have origin a person or thing in the place, person or thing that is expresa.2 behave in a way someone
determinada.3 be a thing as morality, reason or the derecho4 start a series of ordered actions, according to what was
agreed or dispuesto.5 start or start a trial or a procedure judicial.proceder2 s. m. manner or mode of a person to behave:

prosolido
prosolido = Prosodicoel stressed or intensity accent is a suprasegmental feature which produces a phonetic
enhancement of a syllable ( in very long sequences can occur in more than one syllable ) of Word. This enhancement
does not vary from language to language, but usually include variation in tone and length of the syllable.In Spanish,
stressed is indicated by the absence or presence of a sign called tilde or accent according to their rules of accentuation.
The syllable that is stressed is called tonic or accented syllable, and that lacks it, unstressed or inacentuada. Although
Spanish stressed and the tonal accent coincide, they are not exactly the same concept.



prosopia
In Argentina white carob tree

protección por desempleo
In a broad sense, unemployment protection is a help ( economic or otherwise ) that is given to people who do not have a
job and are looking for it. In the Spanish official terminology, " 34 unemployment benefit; It is the name of the type " 34
contributory benefit; i.e., that is entitled to that if you have made previously. In Spain type 34 benefits; care " i.e., those to
which it is entitled by reason of a special situation of need, have different denominations, the most general of which is "
34 unemployment subsidy;

protocoliza
The probate is the Act by which a notary or notary incorporates documents and proceedings authorizing a " protocol
notarial " which in turn is a ranked series of parent writings highlights specific formalities determined by law, which can
subsequently be converted into deeds.In this sense, the notarization of a document can be done at the request of
individuals or by order of the authorities, being that the incorporation of these documents to a " protocol " It has the
effect of giving evidence to third parties on the respective identity and existence of the document on the date of the " 34
notarization;

protolengua
The protolanguage is the abstract reconstruction of the language origin of a language group, either a branch or a family.
It is obtained from a comparison of the group applying the methods of historical linguistics. It is important to understand
that it is an attempt of construction or reconstruction of a previous language and generally unknown for the most part,
and that generally, there are no inscriptions or written references. It is a modern construction on a language above or
much older and which seeks to unravel the enigma along the reverse route of the evolution of languages; Road not
always known. In fact, as in the case of Indo-European and even more so in the case of the proto-Indo-European,
perhaps never found existed.

protostela
The protostela is a solid column of vascular tissue located in central position. It is the most simple type and the more
primitive phylogenetically, found in fossil plants such as Psilophyton, pteridophyte from the Paleozoic era. Is found in
some current Pteridophytes, such as Psilotum, Gleichenia, also in stems of aquatic Angiosperms ( 41 submerged
aquatic; and in primary roots of plants with seed.

protostela
Protostela: type of most primitive wake, with phloem surrounding xylem, without central Medulla.

protoxido de hidrogeno
"Nitrous oxide of hydrogen, aka water. Compound fundamental chemistry of our planet, which is essential for all forms of
life.

protozoologia
1.-The Protozoology is the study of protozoa, protists of the animal type ( what are cell motility and the heterotrophic ).
This term has become obsolete while our understanding of the evolutionary of the eukaryotic cell relationship has
improved a lot.This science began at the end of the seventeenth century ( 17 ) When Anton van Leeuwenhoek of
Netherlands watched for the first time protozoa thanks to enhancements in the microscope.<br>2.-Branch of Zoology
which focuses on the study of protozoa.



protraer
protraer is incorrectly written, and should be written as "protracer" as meaning:<br>protraer = protracerProtracer is
responsible for that see the trajectory of the ball as a line of color on our television screen. Perhaps there is not many
people who know but the Protracer isn't a radar such as the FlightsScope or the TrackMan system; It is an
ultra-sensitive camera, connected to a powerful computer system, which is able to identify in each frame of the
retransmission golf ball. That is why you can show clearly, for example, how wind affects the ball since it is not
simulating the flight on the basis of data obtained during the impact but it is following its trajectory in real time.

protruye
Of bulge.  ( From lat. protrud re, push forward ). Intr. Said of a part or an organ: scroll forward, protrude from their normal
limits, either natural or pathological.

prou
In Valencian, prou.In Spanish, it is enough.

provatoria del acto procesal proceso civil panameño
1. The testing phase is, in a judicial process, that procedural stage which, by judgment, declares opened or started the
period in which must propose and undergo any tests that the right of parties to agree.<br>2.-It is the kind of process that
arises by reason of claims based on legal norms that correspond to private, civil or commercial law.It is a kind of process
that falls within the ordinary jurisdiction. 1 It is the whole of the activities of the courts and the parts necessary for the
statement of assurance or the coercive implementation of the interests protected by legal provisions in case of lack of
certainty or failure to comply with those same standards.

providencias preventivas
Preventive measures are measures to provide effective judicial protection.

provisiones
plural of provisionprovision f. sourcing and supply of necessary things.    A collection of food and other items that are
stored and reserve to meet needs. In pl.    der. Resolution of a judge or a court.    Assignment of a job or some
obligations.

provital
Provital is a company of emergency care, first aid and medical transport that was born in the South of Gran Canaria with
the aim to clear living in favour of life 24 hours a day with high doses of humanity, closeness,
profesionalidad.Compuesta of specialized personnel and equipment of ultimageneracion, Provital is a benchmark of
high technology and quality in the health sector, which offers a plus in safety and confidence, both tourists as a resident
of the area, with special attention to traffic accidents, labor, sports, school, as well as the needs caused by diseases in
general.

provital
Provital is a company based in Barcelona, which develops the natural active ingredients and botanical extracts for the
cosmetics industry.

proximidad espacial
1.-If a memory location is referenced at a certain time, it is likely that locations close to it are also referenced soon.
There is spatial locality between the memory locations that are referenced in nearby moments. In this case, it is common
to estimate the positions of nearby so they have faster access.<br>2.-Each of the spatial analysis of greater



relevanciaes the determination of spatial proximity or nearness of various geographical features. The area Buffer is set
through the definition of a specific distance, or based on data stored in a field in the table of attributes of the parsed file.
File scanned as it appeared can be points, lines or polygons. Estafuncionalidad-access through do ArcToolBox do
Analysis Tools do Proximity - Buffe??

proyectable
1.-That can be projected.<br>2. When a project is studied and analyzed for its execution is said to be projected.

psicologia de la liberacion
The Social Psychology of the 40 release;41 PSL; It is a term that has been using since the last decade of the 20th
century. This movement comes to become a broad reformulation of Psychology initiative in theoretical and practical
terms.

psicoprofilacticos
Psicoprofilacticos courses aims to teach women to learn to take care of during this special time of your life and that it is
prepared and quiet when the time of delivery.

pubilo
do pubilo = Publius Publius SiroSiglo I AC-?. Publius or Napoleon Syrus. Born in Syria, hence Roman dramatic poet
named Syrus.

publicar, extender, poner algo al alcance del publico
According to the dictionary of the Real Academia Española ( 41 2001; disclose means publishing, extend, put within the
reach of the public something... But this definition may be wrong if it understood as a mere communication passive
knowledge, since a position is required to put something within reach of another, activated by the Communicator. It is
necessary that the Communicator, plan selection form and processing the information that you want to communicate, in
order to achieve an audiencialega is appropriate of such knowledge and achieve that way extend the results of scientific
research to the non-specialist public.

publicar,extender a un publico
disclose.    ( From lat.  divulg re ). 1 tr.  Publish, extend, put something within the reach of the public.  U t.  c.
prnl.publicar.    ( From lat.  public re ).  1 tr.  Make noticeable or evident, television, radio, newspapers or by other
means, something that you want to get news of all.  2 tr.  Do patent and obvious to the public.  Publish the statement.  3
tr.  Reveal or tell what was secret or hidden and should shut up.  4 tr.  Run the banns for marriage and Holy orders.  5 tr.
 Spread by means of the printing press or other procedure either a document, a picture, etc.

pucarás
( quich. Pukara ) Prehispanic Inca Fortress, erected in order to protect or defend certain areas called the Inca Trail that
crossed the Argentine N.O..

pucarás
plural of Pucarael FMA IA-58 Pucara ( in quechua, do strength do ) It is a twin-engined turboprop design and
construction argentina ( 41 aircraft military factory designation; it flew for the first time on 20 August of 1969.esta
designed to operate in small, and not necessarily prepared, tracks of land, in combat positions advanced.Its primary
mission is to support land, antihelicopteros and especially COIN 40 missions; counterinsurgency ). This aircraft is
unusual due to its cockpit in tandem in a twin-engine propeller, however, shares similarities with the American OV-10
Bronco.He actively participated in the Falklands war, being used by the Argentina air force missions in close support to



the Argentine military forces, as well as for camps and British helicopters attack.It was also used in counter-insurgency
combat by the Colombian air force and by the Sri Lanka air force.

pucheros
Plural of stew.Puchero ( from latin pultarus and Eastern parts of puls - flour cooked in water, passing through " puche "  
) It is the name of several types of cooked prepared traditionally in Spain (Andalusia, Canary Islands, ) Argentina,
Colombia, Philippines, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay, denominated thus by this being the container where this soup is
cooked. In the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico is known as "Sancocho ".

puchunco
Way to call people who have very curly hair in Mexico.

puchunguito
Diminutive of puchungo.Term of Endearment.Effeminate man.

puerilice
puerilizarpuerilizar transitive verb verb / pronominal turn one thing into something typical of children.

puerta gayola
Taurine terminology, is called porta gayola to the release in which the Bullfighter expected the bull on his knees across
the bullpen door, before the animal leaves the ring, and when the onslaught, the mockery by the pass of layer known as
long afarolada changed, whereby the subject capote only with one handIt is situated above the bullfighter, managing
part of the underside toward the Bull. This fate is very spectacular, but also dangerous, because the animal can exit
dazzled square and coiling or Goring to the Bullfighter without obey the deception. Also runs on the rejoneo or toreo on
horseback when the rider on the horse, waiting for the bull in front of the stalls and escapes from the onslaught by a jog.
The term comes from the Portuguese porta meaning door and gaiola is pigpen or cage. Literally it means therefore
pigpen door

puerta isofonica
door isofonica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "equal-loudness" being its meaning:<br>Acoustic doors or
isophonic doors are, perhaps, technical doors most characteristic of colleges, schools, hospitals, public buildings, etc.
We talk about those precious technical doors large and at the same time agile, that surprise you when opened with a
myriad of sounds that are kept with zeal in the stay of to the side.

pujol
Jordi Pujol i Soley (Barcelona, 9 June 1930-) It is a Spanish politician, Catalan independentist orientation, although it
was historically catalan nationalist. For 23 years he served as President of the Generalitat de Catalunya. It is married to
Marta Ferrusola and has seven sons, among which the politician is Oriol Pujol i Ferrusola. He is currently President of
the Jordi Pujol Study Centre Foundation.

pulidores
polishers = plural of pulidorpulidor,-ra adj.1 polishing. do s. m. and f.2 person dedicated to Polish.? Machine or
instrument that serves to Polish. polishing.

pulimetaria
pulimetaria = pulimentariade buffing tr. Smooth or give a surface brightness and smoothness.



pulmodon
Mark patented in Chile.

pulseras de gomas
Rubber bracelets have become the absolute trend for this spring 2014. Children, parents, grandparents, famous, top
executives including members of royalty such as Prince Philip and Kate Middleton have not failed to succumb to the new
fashion and look famous bracelets on their wrists with pride. His technique is so simple that anyone can create them
with a few small tips:

pulverizantes
plural of pulverizanteQue powder

pulverizantes
Action and effect of pulveriizarReducir to dust a thing solida.2 spread a liquid on a site in the form of very small drops.
atomizar.3 completely destroy a thing material or immaterial.

punalua
punalua, supplied large numbers of brothers, since all close or remote cousins of a man are brothers from it.

punalua
The punalua family is considered to be one of the first developments in the Organization of the family.

punalua
The term is of Hawaiian origin

punquiales
punquiales is incorrectly written, and should be written as "complex" being its meaning:<br>punquiales = puquialesLos
Puquiales, with the legendary Adon Heredia in the voice, is those groups that don't go out of style despite the time, a
single song as Colegialita brings more than memories, not only because it is the song more representative of the
Puquiales, but which shows that a song doesn't have to be complicated, simplicity is beauty.

punsada
punsada = punzadapunzada s. f.1 small and shallow wound caused by an object that has punta.2 brief, sudden and
acute pain, which tends to recur time

puntas acidas
very balanced acid tips that increase the feeling of freshness and lighten the tannic weight of wood.

puntazgo
Building the society Puntazgo materials Limitadaubicacion of the street: split the Puntazgoubicacion of the city:
Mogenteubicacion POSTAL code: 46640PROVINCIA: ValenciaREGION: Comunidad Valenciana

punto de solfa
Common credit of music aimed at students aged 12-16. Consists of the following contents: symbols and sounds,



musical language, the music inside, music at the time. It is to make music, working the vocal expression and get a
correct interpretation, learn about morphology and syntax in which the music is structured. In most of the activities
proposed are used specific fragments of musical works or works through which content is work. Is based on 6 years of
work experience in reform centres I

punto de solfa
loc. verb. coloq. be in solfa ( be made of art ).

puntos radiantes de las capricornidas
The radiant of the meteor shower ( point from which seem to split ) they are heading, and with its radiant ascending.
Therefore we will begin to observe meteors of long strokes going up the sky, the most spectacular are the capricornids
by its tremendous brilliance, but usually appear few but spectacular.

puntu punchua
Typical term of the Ecuadorian region, and refers to the tip of a diverted or damaged tool.

pupici tizo
in Romanian pupici Spanish tizoen kisses tizo

pura sangre
adj./s. m. Applies to the horse which is of a breed cross product of the Arab race with races in the North of
Europa.adj.-com. DIC. the animal descending from individuals of the same race, especially racehorses.

purepecha
The term Purépecha, plural of purembe, is the name with which this group, also known as tarasco itself. Modern
historians point out that the gentilicio tarasco has a derogatory connotation, although its meaning does not seem to
reflect such intent; literally translates as " father-in-law 34, " 34 mother-in-law; or " son-in-law " term that Spaniards
applied to their indigenous in-laws, and to his sons-in-law.

purepecha
is the name of people who follow traditions ancient but well it is a dialect speaking some indigenous people in mexico
and also whether these people are known are real Mexican since they are not mestizos are indigenous to probienen
since the conquest General Spanish

purepecha
The game of pelota Purépecha, the Purépecha language name is Uarukua Ch ' anakua or pasarutakua, is the sport that
has opened the gate to the world to other indigenous and traditional amusements such as the development of kites and
mental as well as being one of the oldest traditions of Mexican dexterity games.

purepecha
The p ' urhépecha is one of the languages most widely used by the ethnic group that supports it as part of their identity.
And it is also one of the few indigenous languages that has come into its own Academy of the language.

purepecha
The purhépecha is mainly spoken in the Western and central part of the Mexican State of Michoacán, mainly in the area



between the Lake of Pátzcuaro and the sierra West of this known as the Tarascan plateau

purepecha
The p ' urhépecha is usually considered a language isolated in Mesoamerica.

purepecha
The p ' urhépecha is currently a literary language due to widespread that had tale regional competitions in languages
indigenous peoples coordinated by the General Directorate of popular and indigenous cultures and the States of
Hidalgo, Querétaro, Michoacán and Mexico, which have also strengthened the character literary languages nahuatl,
otomi and mazahua.

purepecha
The purepecha or tarascan michoacano3 ( language Purépecha: P ' p'urhepecha, pronunciation: [p ° Ueyepe§a] ) is a
language spoken by members of the Purépecha people in Western Mexico.

purepecha
The Purépecha, spoken by this ethnic group language.

purepecha
The purepechas, an ethnic group from Michoacan, Mexico.

purepecha
The flag p ' p'urhepecha emerges as a symbol of union and identity with all 39 p; p'urhepecha, seeking at the same time
the Organization and struggle of peoples P ' p'urhepecha against new forms of domination and exploitation which
constantly beat the indigenous communities and in general to the whole culture.

purepecha
The purepecha culture had its own original and native religion of the Empire Purepecha who kept contact until the
Hispanic, further to this contact began the evangelization of the Purépecha, by orders fransciscanas in the border
regions of the purepecha Empire, already attached to the Spanish Crown when still living Tangaxoan II.

purepecha
P ' orhepecheo or Purhepecherhu, which means " where they live the p ' urhe ". According to the National Commission
for the development of the Indigeneas peoples in Mexico, this town of lacustrine and hilly regions of the center of
Michoacán calls himself p ' p'urhepecha, and each of its members is a p ' urhe or p ' ure meaning people or person; This
implies a self-affirmation as human beings and people in general.

purepecha
The language P ' p'urhepecha is indeed a language isolate which not has failed to be conveniently linked with any other
on the continent.

purepecha
Core of the Purépecha most activities are agriculture, livestock, pottery, fishing and making various crafts and costumes
of their culture.



purepecha
The purepechas inhabited also in the States of Guanajuato and Guerrero, in Mexico. There are currently also groups
purepechas that have migrated and have been established in other States of the Mexican Republic as Jalisco,
Guanajuato, Guerrero, State of Mexico, Mexico City, Colima and Baja California as well as in the United States or other
countries not bordering Canada and Greenland where fishing activities.

purepecha
They were known as the michoacas or Michoacan in its etymology nahuatl, as inhabitants of the Michhuacan ( place of
fish )

purpueras
purpueras is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Purple" being its meaning:<br>purpueras =
purpureaspurpureo, to.   ( from lat. purpur us ).1 adj. Purpura.2 color. adj. belonging or relating to the purpura.3.   (By
the color of the flowers ). f ramble ( does plant composed ).

pusca en provinciano
PUSCA.    s. j. shotgun.

pusuqui
Population in the province of Pichincha in Quito-Ecuador.Al edge of the motorway Manuel Córdova Galarza, which leads
to the city half of the world and just minutes from the exit north of Quito, is Pusuqui. This site in recent years has had a
considerable population growth.

putorama
Putorama plateau in the Siberian River Nizkniaya Tunguska basin.

q es el sinificado del nomdre yurlenis
q is the sinificado of the nomdre yurlenis is incorrectly written and should be written as "yorlenis" being its
meaning:<br>yurlenis = yorlenisyorlenis is a man who wants to remove the post to a woman. also an animal that buele

q signifia prosopografia en el diccionario
Description of the outside of a pernona or of an animal.

q significan la isglas inali
National Institute of indigenous languages, ( 41 INALI;

q significs usually en español
In French usually.In Spanish in general.

q son los vasos leñosos
Bot. Any of those who lead the ascending SAP of plants.

qe se ignifica donar
Transfer one to another something for free.



qe significa tacuara
Grass plant, a species of bamboo very resistant grays.

qty en español
Quantity

qu esignidica apozolas
Picked means put the grain of corn ( 41 pozole; wet or soak.

qu siginifica testaterrismo
It is a term used in literature, law and psychology, to point out to the ( 41 s; person ( 41 s; it supplants, conceals or
disguises itself legally, lending his name and identity, signature, or even his personality either physically or legally,
emulating the social role of the principal in the Fund represents. This word literally means "iron head" in Italian.

que aicnifica sra en instituciones
that aicnifica sra in institutions = to sgnifica sra in Rural agrarian institucionesSociedad

que es acurracy
What acurracy is incorrectly written and should be written as "accuracy" being its meaning:<br>acurracy = accuracyen
English accuracyen Cathy precision

que es agrofarero
What agrofarero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "FAUNAL" being its meaning:<br>agrofarero =
agroalfareroSe is characterized by the management of natural resources, the production of plants and domestic
animals, the water management with storage system for the economic surplus production; socially, there is a system of
beliefs that ritualizan and division of time.

que es alaberico
What alaberico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "alberic" being its meaning:<br>alaberico = albericoSan
Alberico, Aubrey, Albericus or Alberic (Burgundy, 11th - century Cistercian Abbey, 26 January 1108 ) It was a French
monk, co-founder of the Cistercian order.

que es amarizo
" amarizo; 34: first-person singular present indicative of the verb " amarizar ".  " amarizó; 34: third person singular
preterite perfect Simple (Past or preterite ) indicative of the verb " amarizar ".Meaning of " amarizar; 34: intr. alight.   
Meaning of " amarizar; 34: intr. Tie, landing a seaplane.

que es aminar
laminar tr. Insert into an organic molecule a radical ammonic.

que es analizar
analyze v. tr. Make an analysis of certain thing.

que es anteojo terrestre



The terrestrial telescopes is an alternative to obtain telescopes with positive visual increase without the problems
generated from vignetting of the telescope of Galileo.

que es arawi
The Arawi is a poetic form that is very appreciated and widespread in the Inca Empire. In his aesthetic concept, it is the
most creative and varied and starts his themes of feeling more intimate than the indigenous poet.     Arawi comes from
the verb Harawi, which means verse or, more properly, to compose songs.The arawiku favorite themes were love,
expressed with delicacy in joy or pain. It would seem that the colonial period erased all the other forms practiced by the
arawikus; forms which, according to Poma de Ayala, were varied, full of faith and hope, like the kusi arawi, who
essentially was cheerful and smiling: wrijsa arawi, gracious and gallant; sumaj arawi, musical and refined: the Sankay
arawi, scapegoat and serious; While the jarey arawi was expression more pure suffering love. Language is lyrical,
expressing themselves with difficult translate, in the evocation not only loved but also of things and landscape
musicianship and refinement in all these forms.

que es arawi
Arawi is a quechua word which means poetry and singing. The Inca primitive name was Vinayak, song lyric in which
love, joy, sweet emotions home and life is modulating.

que es arrasto en castellano
arrasto1 i trace, trace, vestige

que es asentar
seated v. tr. Put one thing in a place so that it is firm.  Establish the principles or bases on which consolidates something
intangible annotate something in a book or record, especially accounts.

que es bagallo
( lunf.  ) Tied, Bale, bulk (LCV ) luggage

que es bagallo
1.Paquete which is hidden a stolen product. 2. woman without attributes. 3 problem. 4 person problematic or without
attributes.

que es barquinazos
plural of barquinazobarquinazo m. fam.Tumbo or push/pull tough of a carriage, and also overturn the strong
mismo.fam.Golpe, produced THUMP, gralte., to slip or fall is a person.

que es bibliofilo
bibliophile, - Adj/s. m. and f. Applies to the person very fond to books, especially to those who are curious or rare and
valuable editions.

que es biofagia
1.-ingestion of living matter by another living being.<br>2.-Biofagia - f. absorption or ingestion of organic
matter.<br>3.-Biofagia: is prior nutrition by ingestion and digestion of living beings, the capture of these.   ( 41
carnivorous plants;.



que es bocante
Bocante sa is a company incorporated on 14/08/1990 in Tauste, Zaragoza. Your phone number is the NACE activity is
manufacture of canned fish.Bocante sa is registered in the Registro Mercantil de Zaragoza. The share capital of this
company is on the stretch of more than 100,000 would, with a quantity of between 1 and 10 employees and a turnover
of 750.001 and 1,500,000.??Bocante sa is a company dedicated to Boqueron packaging and marketing...

que es bonete
Cap cylindrical of low-rise, small, simple, felt, wool or other tissue, which sometimes is lined on the inside.Four-peaked
cap worn by clergy and seminarians, and formerly also by College and graduate students.

que es bubas
Bubas bubalus is a species of beetle from the subfamily Scarabaeinae in the family Scarabaeidae. It is widespread in
the Centre and North of Spain, the South of France, Portugal, Gibraltar, Monaco and Italy.  The species may also be
found in the Balearic Islands.  The mild climate they like. Adults who are in manure, from October to July.

que es bursopatia
What bursopatia is incorrectly written and should be written as "bursopatia" as meaning:<br>Generic name to refer to
the conditions of the Bursa, synovial.

que es cariucho
Quechua voice.In Ecuador. Stew meat and potatoes with aji.

que es cepa
Strain is, in microbiology, a phenotypic variant of a species, or even of a lower taxon, usually propagated clonally, due to
the interest in the conservation of its defining qualities. In a more basic way it can be defined as a set of bacterial
species that share at least one characteristic.There are scientific societies, collections of crop type, which store a large
diversity of microorganisms and to diffuse them at the request of researchers; in these collections, taxonomic attribution
of each clone is perfectly assured up to level of strain.

que es changa
Verb changar: changa is: 3rd person singular ( he/she/you ) present indicative 2nd person singular ( you )
imperativochanga is: 2nd person singular ( vos ) imperativochanga f. amer. Insect harmful to plants.    Amer. Cuddly
person.    Amer. Marijuana cigar cigarette butt.    Amer. Work of the Porter.    Amer. Fudge.

que es chapolar
Crushing, grinding, chop into pieces.

que es chipiro
Chipiro population of (Mashonaland Central Province ) Zimbabwe

que es chipiro
40 Chipiro lagoon;41 Chipiro lagoon; It is a / a Lake ( class H - hydrographic ) at (Venezuela, Amazon ) (South America )
with a code of Americas/Western Europe region.

que es chuchuca



The chuchuca is corn to mature medium known as cau ( find the recipe for the cream of Cau 41 also; This means that
you step to be tender but not ripe, like cooked until soft and then proceed to dry it in the Sun, we will obtain a hard grain.
With the help of a mill, grind coarsely, it goes through a screen ( 41 sieve; so remove the pen and proceed to make
soup. You can get also in supermarkets.

que es chuchuca
"Chuchuca or Xuxuca " It is an expression pejorativa in relation to women.They are rich women ( beautiful ) in the
conception of man singing that kind of garbage in moved funk in rio de janeiro.All are chuchucas... no matter if you are
married, unmarried, brunette, blonde, whether they are minor or not...

que es cintarazos
Plural of across s. m.1 hit that occurs with a coup cinturon.2 that occurs with the part flat of a sword.

que es cisto
Prefix which means bag, gallbladder, cyst

que es coigual
[Theology] He says each of the persons of the Trinity in relation to the other.

que es composta
Compost, composting, composto or organic fertilizer is the product which is obtained from corn and compounds that are
or were part of living beings in a set of animal and vegetable products; is a " grade average " decomposition of organic
matter that is itself a magnificent organic fertilizer for the land, greatly decreasing the waste. Is called humus to " 34 top
grade; decomposition of organic matter. Humus outperforms the compost as fertilizer, being both organic.

que es contraprestacion
consideration s. f. service or payment to a person, institution or company makes another in correspondence it has
received or will receive.

que es contrarraya
In an engraving, each of stripes that cross to others.

que es contravenir
Act against what is instructed.

que es corun
Corun = Quorumquorum. Number of people who have to be present so that certain meetings or assemblies be held...

que es crinografia
In rhetoric, the chronography ( Greek CA ½ '' cronos '' " 34 time; and ³a±aeµ¹½ spelling, " describe "??  ) within the
literary figures, is one of the figures of definition; It consists of a description of times, understood by certain temporary
moments.

que es cunumi



cunumi1. adj.   (Bowl.  ) Ignorant person.  2.(41 Silver River; Boy, boy, boy.

que es deiterè
What deitere is incorrectly written and should be written as "reiterer" being its meaning:<br>deitere = reitereren French
Spanish reitereren reiterate

que es desdivinizacion
Apparently, the question for the being and existing, are issues that has always been exercised to loshombres and have
raised it several times during the history of mankind. However, the impact of whenever they were raised has not been
the same.René Descartes posed these questions and their answers gave rise to a new phase in the history of the world:
the modern times.

que es desmalezar
Clean, remove weeds in a field.

que es diz
Industrial Designers Association.

que es docta
learned, doctaadjetivo/name men and women 1.    formal [person] who possesses much knowledge acquired by dint of
study.      " learned in natural sciences; little learned people who knew read and write studying the trivium (Grammar,
rhetoric and dialectic ) and the quadrivium (Arithmetic, music, geometry and astrology )  "    2. formal adjective that is
characteristic of these people or own.

que es eclosiona
Hatches is when something arises, born or makes a sudden appearance.

que es edafica
What edafica is incorrectly written and should be written as "soil" as meaning:<br>soil, soil adjective relative to the
ground, especially with regard to the life of the plants.      " agricultural resources are as varied as the bio-climatic
conditions and soil; the soil layer is formed by soil and all organisms that are "

que es edujo
It edujo = redujoredujo is: 3rd person singular ( he/she/you ) preterite indicative.  tr. Reduce, shorten, weaken.    Submit
to obedience.    Transform one thing into another, particularly if it is smaller or less important.

que es el comensalismo
commensalism male name biol external biological association between two species for the nutritional benefit of one of
them or both, without causing prejudice among them.

que es el damper
1.-Damper is the name of an Australia soda bread commonly prepared by arreadores of cattle, workers in the field and
other travelers. It consists of a bread made of wheat flour, traditionally cooked in the coals of a campfire. The damper is
a very typical Australian dish. It is also prepared for many decades in camps in New Zealand.<br>2. A damper is a
device that deadens, restrains or depressed.



que es el lenguaje prosaico
1.-prose-writer is a term that comes from a Latin word referring to something belonging or pertaining to the prose. It is
named so to those texts that are written in prose ( structured narrative that opposed to poetry.  )When searching for the
term in the dictionary we have several meanings: 1 ) refers to that concerning the prose, 41-2; used to mention to those
texts in prose, 41 3; If it is said that a work is prosaic, is expressed that it is little poetic, 41-4; If refers to people, it means
that they are individuals little high or simple thoughts.<br>2.-prose-writer: written in prose.

que es el polvo atmosferico
General term for the solid particles of dimensions and variable origins, which are found in the atmosphere in which,
usually, can remain in suspension for some time. National standards can be more specific and include the minimum and
maximum diameter of the particles. The atmospheric dust may be of natural or anthropogenic.

que es el retoricismo
retoricismo s. m. excessive use of rhetorical elements.   retoricismo m. hobby to rhetoric and excessive use of its
resources of expresion.retoricismo ( retoþi '' 41 ¸izmo; noun masculinoliteratura hobby and use excessive rhetoric

que es el triptico
A triptych ( from the Greek aa¯aaac would, tri - «three» ptych «bending» )? It is a work of art ( usually a painted panel )
that it is divided into three sections, or three carved panels that are joined by hinges. It is therefore a type of polyptych (
term that applies to all works that are composed of several panels ). The central panel is usually the largest and is
flanked by two slightly smaller related works, although there are triptychs in which three panels are of the same size.

que es enotecnico
enotecnico, enotecnica adjective of the enotecnia or that is related to it.

que es estupor
male estupornombre 1. Amazement or exaggerated surprise that prevents a person speak or react.       
sinonimo:estupefaccion, pasmo 2. Med partial unconsciousness is characterized by a decrease in the activity of the
mental and physical functions and responsiveness to stimuli.

que es fachera
Heartthrob-ra: wants to say that you got some paint, that you vestis that you you use a cute haircut, but maybe the traits
are not pretty, and cute by the features of the face, and your physical, here does not have the spiritual beauty.

que es fautologia
In logic, a tautology ( from the Greek a±aa would ' do ³¯±, " say the same "??  ) It is a well formed a system of
propositional logic, which is true for any interpretation; i.e., for any assignment of values of truth that is made to their
formulas atomicas.1 2 a truth table construction is an effective method to determine whether or not any formula is a
tautology.

que es flúor
Fluoride is the chemical element of Atomic 9 number located in the Group of halogens ( 41 17 group; the periodic table
of the elements. Its symbol is F.Es a gas temperature ambient, pale yellow, made up of diatomic F2 molecules. It is the
most electronegative and reactive of all elements. In pure form it is highly dangerous, causing severe chemical burns
upon contact with skin.



que es fogar
in Galician Spanish fogaren House

que es fogar
in Galician Spanish fogaren House

que es fogar
Download the ira.desfogar.

que es fragoroso
thunderous, sa.   ( of DIN ).1. adj. Fragoso, thunderous, resounding.

que es garbimba
1.-Garbimba in Colombia is " 34 trash;<br>2.-Garbimba Colombia badly dressed, bad person. Be negligible.
Gonorrhea<br>3.-Garbimba Spain is the definition of persons who are fastidious that put a heavy atmosphere in the
place in which<br>4.-in Colombia: despicable person.

que es guanero
agroecosystems, ra. 1 adj. belonging or relating to guano.  Guano. 1 f. site or place where guano

que es guineo
It is a fruit that offers multiple benefits for the whole family, but especially in children. The banana is a nutritious slimline
and it can be consumed at any time of the day. It has approximately 23% of carbohydrates for 0.2% fats, and cholesterol
index is null.

que es habita
The verb live.Develop a being of living or a group of people, as an ethnic group or tribe, in a habitat, climate or particular
place.You have a House, a building, etc. as residence or place to live.Live, dwell in a House, city, etc.

que es henbremar
What henbremar is incorrectly written and should be written as "hembrear" as meaning:<br>henbremar =
hembrearMostrar the inclincion male to females.Generate only females or more females than males.

que es hiperbolizar
Use of hyperbole.

que es hondado
French Spanish Basque hondarhondar 40 ingleshondado; s. XV. ) Background, residue, sand. Hondo " 34 Fund;   (   <
Latin fundum ) infinitive: hondar gerund: hondando participle: hondadoFormas of the participle: hondado hondada
hondados hondadas

que es huichi
Huichi, controversial mascot of the games PanamericanosSe called Huichi. It is the figure of a deer pink which together
with a lion and an agave plant are the three mascots of the Pan American Games in Guadalajara.



que es inespre
40 price stabilization Institute; 41 HONY; It was created under law No. 526 of 11 December 1969, on an autonomous
basis heritage itself and vested legal personality, with all attributes inherent to this quality. Its main objective is to
regulate the prices of agricultural products, where the situation of such products in the domestic market, according to the
Institute, required it, through the processes of supply and demand of them.

que es informacion factual
Information based on actual facts that can be proven. This information stays the same all the times that you see, no
matter how many sources of information you seek. Usually is in reference materials such as encyclopedias, atlas or
statistical reports. Eg: The water is composed of one oxygen and two hydrogen atom.

que es infraordinada
InfraordinadaArquitectura domestic: that which creates the private space, refers to the type of housing.Public
architecture: one that creates space where to meet people, makes reference to places of concentration for significant
activities of a community.

que es la androginia
Androgyny refers to an organism that has both male and female characteristics. But when psychologists talk about
androgyny means that a person has a balance between what are usually considered psychological characteristics of
male and female.According to the Real Academia Española, currently both terms can be used as synonyms, although it
provides for "Androgynous " an alternative definition to specific " a person said: whose external features definitely do not
correspond with their own sex 34. 1. The androgynous would therefore be either a be physically intermediate, with
sexual traits of man and woman, or a man or a woman who doesn't like shape clear sex to which it belongs.

que es la elixir
Medication or remedy with magical properties to cure a disease or to prevent a bad.

que es la elixir
Liquid of strong flavor that is usually composed of aromatic substances dissolved in alcohol.

que es la hipofuncion
hypofunction feminine name med decrease normal function of an organ or a part of it.

que es la palabra de alacran
The word Scorpion comes from the Arabic Al - agrab and means Scorpion. The word Scorpion comes from the latin
scorpio, omis and means Scorpion. Therefore, both names refer to the same animal, an arachnid very feared by all
people of all ages.

que es la palabra sacre
Sacre m. zool. The gyrfalcon-like bird of prey.

que es la palabra tlecuhil
tlecuhil = tlecuil tlecuil is an oven made of adobe ( large walls made of mud ) that is heated with wood and over Gets the
griddle where warming food until there are ranges of oil.The tlecuil is also used to heat the water in the bathroom of the
children.



que es la payana
The payana or crossing or payaya1 is a children's game played with five small stones or similar objects, consisting to go
take them soil at the time which is thrown one of them in the air and turns to take unless it drops to the floor.

que es la pluja
pluja = lluviaLa rain is precipitation in the form of drops of liquid water, diameter greater than 0.5 mm, although if it is
dispersed droplets may be smaller. [1]Raindrops have their origin in the clouds, formed from condensation of water
vapor in the atmosphere, due to adiabatic cooling experienced by the plots of ascending air, [2] and fall by gravity.It's a
meteor that is part of the water cycle.

que es la retahula
In Valencian retaule.In Spanish altarpiece.

que es la saurina
Of saury.The saurian (Sauria ) they are a clade of sauropsidos ( 41 reptiles; It includes all current diapsids, as well as
their common ancestor and all its extinct descendants. The ancient lizard lived in the Permian period and was probably
a small reptile lizard-like.The term "Sauria " formerly referred to a suborder of squamates including lizards and snakes,
but which proved to parafiletico.1los lizards are defined by various details of the skull and skeleton; includes two major
lineages, the lepidosauromorfos, which includes lizards and snakes present, and the arcosauromorfos, which mainly
includes crocodiles, although also pterosaurs, dinosaurs and birds. Some authors also include within the clade Sauria
40 turtles;Testudines ) traditionally considered anapsids.

que es la vejiga de la hiel
The gallbladder is an organ that is part of the digestive tract of humans and animals quadrupeds ( except in horses and
deer ). It is located below the liver. Its latin name is vesica fellea.The gallbladder is a hollow viscus small, shaped ovoid
or pear, having an approximate size of between 5 to 7 cm in greatest diameter. Is connected to the small intestine ( 41
duodenum; the common bile duct or common bile duct. Its function is the accumulation of bile, it contains a volume of
about 50 ml of bile that released into the duodenum through the ducts before reviewed, and enters it through the papilla
and ampulla of Vater. It is attached to the visceral surface of the liver.

que es looms
in English in Spanish weaving looms

que es lucífero
Relating or referring to Lucifer.

que es lucífero
lucifero, - ra adj. poet.Radiant, giving light.

que es mecanica dental
Dental mechanics is a science and an art. The performance of the dental technician is varied, specific and broad; the
work must be performed in detail. Its objective is the production or repair of appliances prosthetic, orthodontic or other
surgical or restorative elements in dentistry to return a patient function and aesthetics,

que es mergal
MERGAL. It is a technical preservative product for products such as paints, adhesives, detergents, waxes, air



fresheners, disinfectants, etc.

que es miroteca
MIROTECA is a box of perfumes and oils. Derived from voyeur is oil, essence, perfume, Cologne and do taujos what is
box, case.??

que es morbilidad
1.-morbidity is the proportion of people who get sick at a site and time determinado.1<br>2. the term morbidity is a term
from medical and scientific use and serves to designate the amount of people or individuals sick or victims of a disease
in a certain time and space. It is, then, a statistic of paramount importance in order to understand the evolution and
forward or reverse of a disease, so also as the reasons for their emergence and possible solutions.

que es movilizable
It is movable. shifting. scrolling

que es moyeta
Mrepublica Dominican woman of black color with a great body

que es moyeta
Dominican Republic woman that is good

que es murde
It's murde is incorrectly written and should be written as "murder" being its meaning:<br>murde = English murderen
Spanish murderen murder

que es nemunga
What nemunga is incorrectly written and should be written as "remunga" as meaning:<br>nemunga = remungadel verb
remungarremungar respond to mumble the words.

que es nimias
trivial = plural of nimianimio, mia negligible adj., unimportant: nimia misconduct. Excessively detailed: nimia work has led
to the realization of this mosaic.                 Meaning of " trivial ": adj excessive, neat, meticulous / negligible.

que es ñoes
Noes, not pluras. In some parts of America and as a vulgar treatment, Mr.

que es obraje
Manufacturing, manufacturing.

que es pacientemente
patiently. Advisor. m. With patience.

que es pajero



1 " 34 pajero; Argentina is the person as " becomes a straw " i.e., that masturbating, but also, derogatorily, it can be
used to insult a man, in a way such that to say, " you're a pajero " are trying to stupid, menso<br>2. "Pajero " Glossary
of argentinismos to mexicanismo:masturbador. | lazy, idle.<br>3.-a person who enjoys both masturbate, he has become
addicted to that.<br>4.-pajero m. Which sells straw by trade.

que es pantano
A swamp is a shallow and stagnant water layer in which grows a sometimes very dense aquatic vegetation.

que es pasible
pasible.1. adj. It can be or is capable of suffering.

que es pinada absoluta
Pinar.Pine forest.

que es pinger
Pinger, a service that lands in Spain after being wiped out in United States its proposal for SMS and completely free
calls to any phone.

que es planisferio
The concept of planisphere is used to describe and identify a letter where the sphere of celestial or the Earth on a plane
is represented.

que es plebello
What plebello is incorrectly written and should be written as "commoner" being its meaning:<br>plebello is incorrectly
written and should be written as "Plebeian " being its meaning: Word used to designate persons who did not belong to
the nobility, that when the world prevailed the monarchy and nobility titles

que es plurietnico
1.-Society with different breeds ethnic in the same community.<br>2.-Plurietnico means that ethnic, there are many
groups in a country.<br>3-1. adj. multi-ethnic. Governments serve the multi-ethnic reality of the
population.<br>4.-plurietnico means that there are many ethnic groups, for example, Mexico is a country pluriestnico
and multicultural where live different groups or ethnicities ( lacandones, mixes, Mayans, etc ) multi means many and
ethnic arguably as belonging to a nation or race.

que es prediseñado
perdisenado - daUna clip art which is already ready for use.The only thing that limits it is if it is free for use by others,
i.e., if no record of property.

que es previsivo
proactive,-va adj. foresight, which provides.

que es progresiva
progressive, you will.  ( 41 progress;1 adj. That advances, it favours the advancement or procura.2. adj. It progresses or
increases in quantity or perfection.



que es progresiva
progressive, vaadj. It progresses or favors the avance.el study should be daily and progressive.    That continuously
develops or increases: Alzheimer's disease causes progressive deterioration of neurons.Meaning of " progressive ": adj.
Progresses, favours the advancement or try it.

que es purgante
Drain valve, clean or purify.It is a substance used to evacuate the belly.It is a drug that causes bowel evacuation.A
laxative is a preparation used to cause the Elimination of feces or defecation.

que es quena
The Quena ( in quechua: qina ) It is a wind instrument bezel, used in traditional way by the inhabitants of the Central
Andes. The quena is traditionally wood or cane, and has a total of seven holes, six forward and one back, thumb. Today
is ( next to the sicu and charango ) one of the typical instruments of the folk ensembles of Andean music, finding its use
also in music fusion, ethno, new music was etc.

que es ratoncillesco
Relative to mice.It is said is in the way of being or act sly and petty.

que es refro escabado
It's refro escabado is incorrectly written and should be written as "retro dug" being its meaning:<br>refro escabado =
retro escavadoRelativo or belonging to the retroexcavadoraLa backhoe loader is a machine that is used to perform
excavations on land. It is a variant of the shovel excavator.The backhoe is commonly used in works for the earthmoving,
make ramps to solar, or to open grooves for the passage of pipes, cables, drains, etc, as well as also to prepare the
sites where the foundations of the buildings sit.The machine sinks field a spoon that starts what drag and deposited
inside.The chassis can be mounted on chains or tyres. In the latter case they are equipped with hydraulic jacks to
secure the machine to the ground.Backhoe, unlike the front tiller, affects the field digging up down. It is used for earth
moving at a level lower than the level of support, or a little higher than that.

que es reguero
Wildfire s. m.1 Reguera.2 Brook pequeno.3 Jet agua.4 continuous signal that is one thing that will be pouring out.!

que es repercusiones
Plural of impact.Indirect consequence of an event or decision. 2. Comment that raises an event or decision. f. action and
effect of impact impact.

que es reprendioles
Perfect simple preterite of the verb rebuke. It to them reprendioles.

que es revolee
What revolee is incorrectly written and it should be written as "I revoleé" being its meaning:<br>revolee = revolear
REVOLEAR. Intr. Fly by lathes or twists. (II) tr. Amer. Central, Arg. and Urug. Turn to rodeabrazo a belt, tie, etc. II see.
Roll, shoot down one.

que es ribera
A shore or Bank of a river channel. Bank of the sea or place from where they begin to measure 40 protection
easements; 100 m ) and by the way ( 6 m ) coincide or not with the terrestrial.  Surname of Spanish origin.



que es rony en el baloncesto
Ronald Fred Seikaly (Born in Beirut on May 10, 1965, ) It is a former basketball player American of Lebanese origin who
played 11 seasons in the NBA and one more in the ACB League. 2.11 Meters tall, he played in the pivot position. It went
international with the Lebanon national team and with the of United States, which became champion of World Cup held
in Spain today, 1986 basketball is playing as a DJ producer of House music, and next to the renowned label Subliminal
Records, he released his first single "Come With Me " with the vocalist Polina, which has had huge success both on the
underground scene dance world, as in radio and charts around the world.

que es sacre
1-Piece of artillery, which was the fourth of culverin and shooting bullets from four to six pounds.<br>2.-Thief.<br>3. In
Peru, sablista and gorrona person.

que es saltimbanqui
travelling Acrobat s. com.1 person dedicated to perform acrobatics and exercises of leaps and balances before the
public, usually in outdoor shows or character popular.2 very disruptive person.

que es ser un follonero
Be a troublemaker, jaranero, rowdy, rowdy, rowdy.

que es shingles
English culebrillaLa Spanish shinglesen shingles is a disease caused by the varicella virus, zoster, the same virus that
causes chickenpox.

que es shis
ShisShiset is the name of a settlement in Sharjah.

que es siega
sieganombre female 1.    Action or activity of mowing the grass or mature cereal.        sinonimo:segada 2.    Time of the
year in which the cereal is mowing ripe to collect it.

que es silgado
1 tr. Mar. Take an embarcacion.2 to the silga. Intr. Mar. Rowing with one oar in the stern to advance.

que es soggy
English Spanish soggyen soaked

que es sonsacamiento
sonsacamiento m. action and effect of sonsacar.sonsacar v. tr. Accomplished ability that one person says one thing
known, and tries to hide.

que es talpuja
The word talpuja comes from the nahuatl tlalli, Earth, and puxani, soft.

que es tatis



in latin tatisen Spanish action

que es temporalmente
temporary Advisor. t. by some tiempo.adv. m. In the order of the temporal and land.

que es teoria autoctonista
The autoctonista theory says that the American man originated in our continent as a result of evolution. The
autoctonismo was raised in the last century by the Argentine Florentino Ameghino, was favored by the studies of Darwin
on the origin of man.At the end of the century XIX Florentino Ameghino he made important contributions in the fields of
paleontology and geology in his country. It also raised a hypothesis about the origin of the American man and the world
in general. For him, the human would have evolved in the Argentine Pampas, and from this place I would have migrated
to the rest of the planet. This postulate about the hominisation caused uproar, when it was introduced in 1879 in the first
International Congress of Americanists, held in Paris.

que es tetracampeon
A team that has won 4 times the competition which is being talked about.

que es transmitancia
The transmittance or transmittance is a parameter that expresses the amount of energy that passes through a body in
the unit of time ( ) power.

que es un aguara guazu y donde habita
What is an aguara Guazú and inhabited is incorrectly written, and should be written as "it aguará Guazú" being its
meaning:<br>It aguara Guazú = aguará Guazú Aguara Guazú is a canid which inhabits grasslands, mountains and
small clearings South of the Amazon basin, Paraguay and northeast of Argentina.El aguará Guazú is a shy and
harmless animal that tends to move away from human activity not causing damage to livestock producers, except
occasional predation by poultry becomes an almost mythical character and unfortunately ever more unusual in many
regions.This animal is the victim of a number of legends and folklore for their nocturnal presence and its impressive
howl, reason which is still persecuted, imprisoned for illegal for private zoos, and also died when it becomes a hindrance
for family and " the subject of curiosity " for neighbors.

que es un anatema
Anathema ( from the latin anathema, and East of the Greek ½¬¸µ¼± ) Etymologically, it means offering, but its main use
is equivalent to the curse, in the sense of conviction to become paragraph or separate, cut as a member of a community
of believers is amputated.It was a sentence which is expelled to a heretic from within the religious society; It was a more
serious than excommunication sentence because the individual was banished and at the same time it was cursed. Its
Greek etimo amounts to an " an offering " to the gods; later it came to mean: being formally separated, banished, exiled,
incommunicado or Innominado, sometimes misunderstood with the meaning of evil.

que es un aspecto fibroso
1 which is made up of fibres or filaments: muscle fibroso.2 that is similar to the texture of fiber fabric: aspect fibroso.3
containing much vegetable fiber: food fibrosos.adj. Having many fibra.adjetivohebroso.Hebroso used in the
non-technical meanings: meat hebrosa, hebrosa wood.

que es un bioma desierto
BIOME desert this biome is made up of two types of vegetation: cold desert and warm desert.They have average
temperatures ranging between 7 and 11 ° C and annual rainfall between 130 and 340 mm, depending on the area.In the



cold desert dominant life forms are the geophytes and the chamaephytes, coverage is very low and you can see only
one stratum. The function is deciduous and the type of blade is mostly graminiforme of small size. This vegetation
remains active in the summer months.The warm desert presents mostly chamaephytes and anual and like the desert
cold coverage is very low. The vegetation is vertically in two layers and is deciduous and afila. The type of predominant
sheet is the leathery. Areas where this type of vegetation is characterized by wind and water erosion and heavy rainfall.

que es un coscomate
coscomate.  ( From nahuatl cuezcomatl )1 m. Mex. Closed Troje made with mud and grass, to keep the corn.

que es un digrafo
A digraph [from Greek ´¯a ( transliterated as dis: ) and 40 ³a¬aee; double graphic, graphic ): write] is a group of two
letters that represent one sound, or one double but affricate. Some of these digraphs are sounds that are not
represented by a single letter in the appropriate language.

que es un escalpe
m. hair torn skin that the Redskins and other indigenous people were kept as a trophy of war. For some cultures the
escalpe retained the soul of the victim. Also used " " I scalp.The custom was employed by American hunters and
Mexican bandits for money offered by the Government of Pennsylvania for every dead Indian. Show the escalpe was a
way of demonstrating that they had killed an Indian.Medic. and TRA. Wound caused by the pulling of the skin on the
scalp.

que es un hipster
A hipster is a member of a contemporary urban subculture that finds its bases in the lifestyles of the urban middle class.
Like most of the members of subcultures, it is rare that hipsters are auto-definan and therefore there is no unified
definition. Instead of esto, hipsters often identify subjective way based on a series of common traits.

que es un innoto
What an innoto is incorrectly written and should be written as "unknown" being its meaning:<br>innoto, ta. 1. adj. desus.
ignoto. unknown,-ta adj. cult that is unknown or not found.

que es un macro ecosistema
The macroecosistemas, are ecosystems that include large tracts of land, water and communities, which in turn contain
other typically and mesoecosistemas, examples of macroecosistemas are the polar circles, the oceans.

que es un pelicipodo
What a pelicipodo is incorrectly written and should be written as "pelecipodo" as meaning:<br>pelicipodo = bivalve
Pelecipodolos (Bivalvia, bi = two; valvia = shell or plate ) lamellibranch (Lamellibranchia ) or 40
pelecypods;PELECYPODA. ) are a class of the phylum Mollusca with about 13,000 species, generally marine. They
have a shell with two valves side, usually symmetrical, connected by a hinge and ligaments. These valves are closed by
the action of one or two adductor muscles. they are usually Orange fosforitos or light green even yellow if you want eat
them another pezecilloSe them is buried in soft bottoms ( infauna ) as permanent inhabitants of surfaces and free or
rigid structures on the epifauna funds. Some species perforate the substrate ( rock or wood ) and some more are
commensal or parasitic.

que es un rio remansa
When is arrested or flows very slowly running water: the river is slow a little further down.



que es una biodiversidad
Biodiversity or biological diversity is, according to the International Convention on biological diversity, the term that refers
to the variety of living things on Earth and the natural patterns that constitute it, result of billions of years of evolution
according to natural processes and also the growing influence of human activities.

que es una ostra
An oyster is an edible bivalve mollusc, living attached to the marine rocks by a valve of the shell.

que es your
at youren Spanish suadj English. sopitivo

que es zangarria
adj 1.-zangarria.-f. DIC. jumper gyroscopes.<br>2.-Zangarria: person who dances haphazardly.<br>3.-Zangarria:
Galbana.<br>4.-zangarriaVer: projectile

que es zis zas
ZiS colloquial zasonomatopeya zas zas! INTERJ. Expresses the sound produced by a blow, or the abruptness with
which is made or something happens.

que estudia la criteriología
also means part of the logic which studies the criteria of truth.

que lengua indigena hablan en oaxaca
Nahualt

que lengua indigena se abla en oaxaca
The mazatecan languages are a group of closely related indigenous languages spoken in Mexico, particularly in the
North of the State of Oaxaca and in some communities in the States of Puebla and Veracruz.

que lengua indigena se abla en oaxaca
The Chinanteco peoples constitutes a group of 14 indigenous languages of Mexico spoken in about 93 000 people in
total, mostly living in the State of Oaxaca.

que lengua indigena se abla en oaxaca
The mixe language ( IPA: [' mi.xe] ) It is a language that belongs to the Group mixeano of the mixe-Zoque linguistic
family. It is spoken by around 90,000 people, concentrated mostly in the Mixe district, in the North of the Mexican State
of Oaxaca.

que lengua indigena se abla en oaxaca
The nahuatl ( that derives from n hua-tl, «sound, light or pleasant» and Tlahtil-li, «language or language» ) 3 is a
language UTO-aztecan spoken mainly by nahuas in Mexico

que lengua indigena se abla en oaxaca
The Zapotec is a macrolengua composed of Zapotec languages, spoken by a total of 777.000 personas2 in Oaxaca



que lengua indigena se abla en oaxaca
The Mixtec language is called as Sa ' an Ndavi, although in recent years has grown a motion to change the name to Tu '
a Savi, this, by 39 Sa; Ndavi mean poor language literally, while Tu ' a Savi is word of rain.

que lenguas indigena hablan en oaxaca
Two languages indigenous peoples who are the Zapotec and Mixtec is spoken in Oaxaca.

que lenguas se ablan en oaxaca
The Spanish, chinanteco, mixe, triqui, chontal, mazateco, ixcatec

que no tiene sal
Soso,-sa adj.1 applies to food that has little salt or not. 2 who has no grace, resiliency, or attraction.

que nombre se le da a la miel virgen
Honey virgen.1. f pure honey, which flows naturally out of hives diapers, without pressing them or melt them.

que nombre se le da a la miel virgen
The study of pollen in the virgin honey ( melissopalynology ) It allows to determine its floral origin. Since pollen particles
are electrostatically charged and attract other particles, the techniques used in the melissopalynology can be used in
environmental studies of radioactive particles, dust or contamination.

que parece que no son nada
Express distrust in any matter that is not entirely clear.

que quiere decir amendatory
English amendatoryen Spanish enmendatoria

que quiere decir awesome
English Spanish awesomeEn impressive

que quiere decir bulendiando
which means bulendiando is incorrectly written, and should be written as "burleando" as meaning:<br>bulendiando =
burleando the verb burlarburlar v. tr.1 deceive or make people believe something falso.2 Dodge a person or thing that
poses a threat: the robbers managed to outwit the police. do v. prnl.3 taunting laugh at a person or thing with the
intention to rid

que quiere decir chushines
plural of chushinChushin is written with two kanji: Chu ( half or half ) and Shin ( heart or mind ). This means the nucleus,
the approach, the pivot. Could decir in Spanish, would go to the core of the matter. This is a good way of thinking about
Chushin in Kendo?

que quiere decir colagogo
Adjetivodicese of the substance that increases or stimulates the discharge of bile into the duodenum. Aloe, milk, eggs,
olive oil and sulphate mineral waters and clorurosodicas are examples of cholagogue.



que quiere decir en ingles strengths
English Spanish strengthsen strengths

que quiere decir gomioso
Having very hungry or need to eat. ; Very hungry/a, which feels driven / by an overwhelming desire to eat. 34 Spanish
synonyms; gomioso ": hungry, died of hunger, bulimic, malnourished, starved, malnourished, malcomido, deshambrido,
gaudido

que quiere decir mapahuira
The fat that boot the meat of an animal, in this case the pig is known as mapahuira. It is the fat that is unnecessary and
is left in the Pan in which FRY, it is cooked fried ripe and the dirty nickname that accompany this dish.

que quiere decir webseite en aleman
in German webseiteen Spanish website

que quiere deir plumiforme
It is said to have more than one form ( multiform action; pluriform

que se espiga
that is gleaning from the verb espigarespigar v. tr.1 collect pins that have been in the field after the harvest. v. intr.2
begin to take spikes cereals: as it has not rained, still has not headed the wheat. v. tr.3 gather information by consulting
different sources and taking the data that should be take advantage of them: espigó quotes from several journals of the
epoca.4 styling the PIN in the Woods going to assemble. v. prnl.5 bolt grow much one persona.6 grow too some
vegetables, such as lettuce, thus ceasing to be edible.

que se icnifica sentadilla
The squat or cuclilla ( depending on the degree of flexion of the knees and hips, being higher in the cuclilla [" greater
depth "]  ) It is one of the basic strength training exercises. It works directly thigh, hip and buttock muscles, and
strengthens the bones, ligaments and tendons of the legs and hips. Long considered a vital exercise to develop the
strength and volume in the muscles of legs and buttocks, has been the subject of considerable controversy in recent
years, due to the charge by some trainers that the squat increases the probability of lumbar injury and rodilla.1
Consequently, many authors suggest that modified forms of the squat is practice. Other authors, however, disputed the
claims of risk and defend the use of the traditional way of practicing the squat, 2 using a good technique.The squat is
one of the three movements comprising Powerlifting. It is an excellent exercise for the development of legs, considered
by some authors as the main.

que se ignifica chonte
chonteSig: menso, silly, innocent, despistadoEs a way of saying fool or clueless but in a way not so rude joke, but more
mild or infant. It also said chonton, as tontolon.

que se inifica piuli
Designates a person mentioned above an object or an event or that are sobrentienden.

que se significa sauz
Sauce.El salguero or white willow (Salix alba ) is a deciduous tree of rapid growth of the Salicaceae family.



que se significa truhanerias
Plural of " 34 truhanería;.    f set of scoundrels.    Truhanesca action.

que senifica wilver
wilver: that can do everything from strong spirit, origin English also can say that handsome means

que sigfica dundo
dundo, dunda adjective (Central America and Colombia ) fool, dundeco

que sigmifica atsegin
In Basque atsegin.In Nice Spanish

que signifaca religacion
Reconnect action.  " the religation is Ligature to reality as reality to be, is not a hard link or a social pressure "

que significa a beneficio de bandera
Reduced rights tariff paying goods carried on vessels of the own nation, or in the foreign nation who by treaty has been
granted this advantage.

que significa abalanzaba
of pounce.Boost, lean forward, incitar.tr. DeSUS. Weigh in the balanza.tr. DeSUS. Equal weights, offset, offset. prnl.
Launch, disposed towards someone or something. prnl. Disposed to resolve or to do something without consideration or
consideration, sometimes with recklessness.    prnl. Arg., Par. and Ur. Said of a horse: prancing is.    Throw on
something; Propel, tilt forward; launch; Put the scale on the faithful; Match, balance.        tr. Put the scale on faithful. /
Balance, match.   (Commonly used in its sense of «launch, impel violently» and the «shed is INCONSIDERATELY to
say or run some thing», both correct meanings, like the two previous ).

que significa abreden en aleman
dissuade in German abreden in Spanish

que significa aciega
aciega3ª person singular ( he/she/you ) This indicativo2ª person singular ( you ) imperativocegar tr. Deprive of sight,
albeit momentarily obfuscate understanding.     Close, cover something that was hollow or open.    Intr. Losing sight.

que significa acutar
MAITO: Asturian word meaning " save the site to someone "

que significa adorifica
of adorificar.que dismisses fragrance and good smell.

que significa aglomerarse
1. In Cosmology, the observed trend of galaxies clustering is, to huddle among themselves rather than be distributed
evenly and independent from one another.<br>2. accumulate, pile up, stacked, hacinar is crowding is, more huddling,
clustering is, bunched is, meet, gather, congregate, compressed.



que significa ajeros
plural of m. ajeroajero and f. person who sells garlic.    m. owner of an ajar.

que significa alumbrancia
Iluminancia.Que shines.It has the property of light.

que significa anades
plural anadeanade ducks.   ( from lat. Anas, - tis ).1 amb. Duck ( do palmípeda ave ).2 amb. Bird with the same generic
characters as the duck.

que significa armigero
In the middle ages and in the days of chivalry, excellent was the same as Squire. The current spelling is armigero.Thus
we read in the Temple or Knights Templar soldiers rule that each Knight had two armigeros to take care of himself and
his horses. In some countries the barons, Abbots and large overlords used to have one or more armigeros companies to
guard their people and other armigeros in addition to guard their forests and medicine and have covered his country and
mainly its borders from incursions and raids of evildoers and troops from neighbouring countries. These last armigeros
used to form evil-doers and bandits from other countries who had come to be covered in the pursuit of their respective
justices. The armigeros were part of the infantry carrying their Lords to their orders when the Crusades were the
conquest of Palestine.

que significa automatizado
Automated is: participioautomatizar tr. Become automatic or involuntary certain bodily or mental processes.        Apply
automatic procedures to a device, process or system.

que significa belgero
Belgero, rarer, is typical of Asti, will result from the contraction of the name Belingerius.

que significa caire
m. germ. Money, ( who has no caire, has no friends or doniere, fre.  ) that it reveals the power of money, especially the
cattle by a prostitute.

que significa cajeado
Of cajeadora of cajear.Special machine-tool woodworking, serving to larar Assembly with high precision rectangular
boxes.

que significa camalotaje
camalotaje = matalotajematalotaje s. m.1 Provision of food of an embarcacion.2 set of many diverse and disordered
things. jumble.

que significa cazador
1. Applies to a person who hunts animales.2 applies to the animal which by instinct pursues and hunting other animals
for comerselos.3 applies to the person who seeks or is one thing that you want to get. 4. Light infantry soldier.

que significa chinguin
A small portion of something.Tiny part of an object.



que significa chulunco
1.-chulunco.  (Nahua voice ).1 adj. El Salvador. and Hond. Said of a piece of clothing, especially pants or a skirt: very
short.<br>2.-chulunco.  (Nahua voice ).2. adj. Hond. Said of an animal: that it is off the tail or tail feathers.

que significa cofemer
The COFEMER is a decentralized body of the Ministry of economy with technical and operational autonomy formed by
60 public servants and 10 operating employees of trust.Its creation and powers have origin in A third title of the Federal
law of procedure Administrativo.Su mandate is to ensure transparency in the development and implementation of
regulations, and that they achieve benefits greater than costs to society.

que significa con sus ojos helados
the coldness that a person shows in his eyes

que significa concepto
The concepts are buildings or mental images, by means of which we understand the experiences that emerge from the
interaction with our environment. These buildings emerge through the integration into classes or categories, bringing
together our knowledge and our new experiences with knowledge and experiences stored in memory. 1these
considered a cognitive unit of meaning; a mental content, which sometimes is defined as a " unit of knowledge ".

que significa cosmobiologico
1.-Pre-symptomatic diagnosis and prevention of physical and mental ailments<br>2.-It is a sort of astrology focused on
everyday life and allows us to understand and develop our skills, deepen the meaning of our life and know the way staff.

que significa crispada
Skin with a characteristic appearance of flower twitched, originally produced by an astringent eurticion.

que significa crispada
the verb crisparcrispar v. tr.1 fam. Cause great irritation, enraged, or enojo.2 cause a sudden and momentary
contraction of a muscle.

que significa cuchicara
Cuchicara, here it means pig leather, and there is a dish that uses that name called cuchicara Solterito, Cuzco.Eso
means in Spanish.

que significa dalutacion
Greeting ( 41 expression;2. Prayer to the Virgin Mary, according to the Catholic Church.

que significa dehesa
1-Dehesa is a forest clear of holm-oaks, Cork or other species, lower layer of grassland or bushes, where human activity
has been intense, and are generally used for maintenance of livestock, hunting and the use of other forest 40 products;
firings, Cork, mushrooms etc.  ). It is a typical example of system agrosilvipastoral.<br>2.-DEHESA is an electronic
deposit in open access educational resources, learning, research, and institutional memory, which contributes to the
dissemination of the scientific production of the University of Extremadura, which ensures its preservation and
contributes to a sustainable scientific communication system.



que significa despelote
despelote s. m.1 fam. Lack of dress. desnudez.2 fam. Crazy fun, with continuous, intense and unrestrained laughter.

que significa deuterio
Isotope of hydrogen symbol D, atomic number 1 and number 2 mass; It is an odorless, colorless and flammable gas
which in combination with oxygen leads to heavy water.Hydrogen isotope. It has an atomic mass ( 2,0147 ) Double that
of the hydrogen; its nucleus consists of a proton and a neutron, and its bark has an electron. D. symbol is used to
designate it

que significa devenir
It is a concept of definitely technical philosophy. Closely related with the time, and with the corresponding mutation or
change; for this reason, it should be understood evolution, the fact that, in reality, nothing is static, but dynamic current
or flow. Something is now... - which refers to one present rather than ephemeral - but will leave if it immediately after, to
become something else.The term evolution points to the process of being, or if you want to, to being as a process. So is
frequent or habitual place as opposites becoming and being. With this term it aims to all forms of becoming, or - gerund -
be still.

que significa dilandau
website where you can download all mp3 music.

que significa door
English Spanish dooren door

que significa dume
Dume is a Portuguese freguesia belonging to the concelho de Braga. It has an area of 4.34 km2 and a total population
of 3 081 inhabitants ( 41 2001;. The population density is 709,9 hab/km². In Visigothic Hispania was the episcopal see of
the Catholic Church, suffragan of the Archdiocese of Braga, which comprised the former Roman province of Gallaecia in
the Diocese of Hispania.

que significa efigie
An effigy is a representation of a person on a coin, painting or sculpture.The term is usually associated with the figure of
a deceased person represented in a piece of stone or wood. When they are in churches, more often they appear in
supine position with hands United in prayer, but also on his knees or even standing.The modern effigies tend to be
representations of a monarch, hero or political leader in a currency of a country or region

que significa el coyoterismo
the coyoterismo means the traffic of people

que significa el nombre de leonel
According to ancient apocryphal writings and other ancient tables Leon - the, was an angel hybrid between nefilims and
humans. Guard and escort, a solid gold armor possessed a sword made of star dust. The order of these Angels little
mentioned above was the protect those treasures of Christianity and mysteries of creation, the real name of Yaweh, the
Ark of the Covenant, the table of Solomon, etc.If frightening figure violated respect and value after hiding the face in a
mask of a male lion with a red mane of hair from the mink. Lion-, Gaelic, Leon - si closer etymological meaning: León De
Dios.



que significa el nombre de leonel
Name Leonel, comes from the Latin. Its meaning is Variant of Leon

que significa el nonbre de diver
Diver

que significa embelesado en español
1.-That has caused a person something so much pleasure, that allows you to forget everything.<br>2.-Pasmado,
smitten, hampered, enchanted, seduced.

que significa encargados
plural of encargadoencargado,-da s. m. and f. person who is responsible for an establishment or business on behalf of
the dueno.encargado, - da adj. That you have received a custom.

que significa encargados
Managers were a band of techno-pop of argentina, the first of such kind in the country. They combined the rigidity of
techno with pop melodies and had origin as a trio of keyboards in early 1982.

que significa enlongar
Lengthen. stretch.

que significa epistemologico
Epistemology or relative to this science:

que significa epistemologico
An epistemological model is any means explaining in terms or theories already established or known, a theory or new
phenomenon, as Jorge Witker and Rogelio Larios, bringing together two concepts to understand this model do.There
are basically two types of models: the theoretical using concepts or theories known or traditional; and materials or
mechanics who used Visual AIDS, as illustrated designs, models, etc. Linking this concept with the epistemology, which
is already accomplished science or study of scientific activity that seeks to consummated, it seeks to describe the
characteristics of the most important guidelines in the history of human knowledge, by means of models or concepts that
have unit and allow an understanding, when less partial within the breadth and complexity of the phenomenon. It is
recommended to continue with the Objectivist and subjectivist theories of knowledge.

que significa error
Equivocacion.idea or opinion that someone is good, when, in fact, is false. Performance of a person who does not obtain
the objectives or has negative consequences for her. Difference between real or exact value of a magnitude and the
resulting calculation made by a person or a machine.

que significa escamoteaba
escamotearescamotear v. verb tr.1 Vanishing an object in view of a person with ability, without which this ability to steal
cuenta.2 and astucia.3 hide a data or information to a person who has the right to conocerla.4 delete a matter of
arbitrary manner.

que significa escuadron



Tactical and administrative unit of cavalry, under the command of a captain, a basic division of the regiment.

que significa espasmodicamente
Of spasmodic,-ca adj. relating to spasm or accompanied by spasms.

que significa especimen
The word specimen " plural, 34 specimens; 1 means sample or specimen, especially to the extent that it is
representative of a class of objects or entities.Biology specimen means any individual or part of an individual who is
taken as shown, especially which is considered representative of the character of the population to which they belong.
The specimens are preserved in biological collections, such as herbaria, accompanied by information about their origin
and conditions of collection and preparation, information without which may lose most of its scientific value.The term is
widely used in the forensic language ( «»Forensic specimen» ) to refer to the samples on which the expertise is
performed. For example in recognition of writing, forensic handwriting analysis and signature verification, the specimen
refers to a sample of handwriting.

que significa exercise
English Spanish exerciseen exercise

que significa fachera
Heartthrob/a: means that it looks great, very stylish, something akin to the English cool. A photo of fachera could be a
very successful photo or a photo in which a person looks very good, with much brilliance, very cool.The image is the
appearance, the wave, the appearance of a person.

que significa farmaceutica
The pharmaceutical or boticaria is the health professional expert in medicines and drugs, and the use of medicaments
for therapeutic purposes in humans.

que significa farmaceutica
That prepares or administers drugs.

que significa farmaceutica
A person that, provided the corresponding academic title, professes or exerts pharmacy.

que significa fermosa
In Valencian fermosa.In beautiful Spanish.

que significa fincar
fincar intr-prnl. Purchase fincas.tr. Ant.Sink.

que significa formalina
DEFINITION of Formalinaformaldehidoel formaldehyde or methanal is a chemical compound, more specifically a highly
volatile and highly flammable, aldehyde of formula H2C = O. It is obtained by Catalytic oxidation of methyl alcohol. In
normal conditions of temperature and pressure is a colorless gas, a penetrating, very soluble in water and esters smell.
The aqueous solutions to the ~ 40% are known with the name of formaldehyde, which is a colorless liquid of pungent,
suffocating odor; These solutions may contain methyl alcohol as stabilizer. It can be compressed to liquid state; its



boiling point is - 21 ° C. It has many names; its traditional name comes from formica, the Latin word for "Ant"; its name
according to the IUPAC systematic nomenclature is metanal.

que significa gabillado
that it is formed by a group of sheaves.

que significa garuga
1.-rain.<br>2.-garuga is a genus of shrubs and trees in the family Burseraceae ( 41 incense family; They are in Asia and
America. It comprises 15 species described, and of these, only accepted 4.

que significa guaguita
What guaguita is incorrectly written and should be written as "guaguita" as meaning:<br>guaguita =
guaguitaguaguitanombre femenino1.  Cuba motor vehicle designed for the carriage of goods, with one or two doors and
two side doors on the back.    sinonimo:furgoneta 2.    Cuba Puert Rico small bus.    sinonimo:microbus

que significa guajirita
guajiritaes a diminutive of guajiro.guajiro ": white farmer in Cuba.

que significa gulls en ingles
English Spanish gullsen gulls

que significa hadro
hadro-(G ): large, full (Hadrosaurus )

que significa halla
hallarhallar tr.1 v. verb get see or know where one thing or person wanting to obtain or retrieve. encontrar.2 match a
person to a place casually or encountering a thing without having done anything to do this. encontrar.3 have an opinion
determined with respect to a person or thing. consider, believe, encontrar.4 noticed a quality or circumstance with the
senses or the mind.

que significa hidrico
water,-ca adj. relating to water.

que significa holis
plural of holi (Holi ) Joli is a popular Hindu festival of spring in the India, Guyana, and Nepal.

que significa huariques
plural of huariqueHay many opinions about this singular word. A 40 huarique; or warique ) for many people, includes the
idea of a place where you should not go to eat as you run the risk of suffering a stomach condition.

que significa inegi
Institute of mechanical engineering and Industrial Management



que significa inflo
Inflating.To increase the size or volume of a body to fill the inside with a gas. Exaggerate the importance or value of a
thing.

que significa inflo
It is the Venezuelan brand of inflatable; It is the first and only company in the country specializing in the design,
manufacture, sale, installation and maintenance of the medium more effective, powerful and economic industry
advertising, inflatable Giants since.

que significa interagencial
The Interagency Gender of the United Nations in Mexico 40 group;GIG-Mx ) It was created in 1994 with the purpose of
promoting the implementation of gender mainstreaming in policies, programmes and projects of the United Nations
system in Mexico, and contribute to their implementation by governmental and non-governmental counterparts, to
promote gender equality

que significa ira
iranombre female 1.Sentimiento of very large and violent anger.

que significa itxura
in Basque language itxuraen Spanish appearance

que significa jon
The male name Jon is of Hebrew origin and is equivalent to the name John in Basque. '' means that given by Mr '' or ''
God is merciful ''. It is a very common name in the Basque country. Its feminine variant is Jone. Her feast day is June
24.

que significa keal
Keal is a publication belonging to the Kaiser group

que significa khasikay
It is a quechua word which means do not physical healing do.??We work beyond physical discomfort to the root of the
energy emocionaly lock; our therapies are of diagnostic and tratamientodel energy imbalance of the aura and subtle
energies, so that the patient logreel welfare and spiritual peace.

que significa kraft foods?
Kraft Foods Inc. is a producer of food consumption that is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. The company is a
native of Northfield, Illinois, USA, a suburb of Chicago.

que significa la palabra aguerrida
1.-Brave.<br>2.-Ejercitada in the war.Practice in fights and works.Veteran, hardened, experienced.

que significa la palabra aguite
stir v. tr.1 move one thing quickly and forcefully on one side and otro.2 move a container quickly and forcefully to
dissolve or mix well its content.3 cause a person to feel nervous or agitada.4 in promoting protests and public disorder.



que significa la palabra cocacola
Coke, also known as Coke, is a fizzy soda sold in stores, restaurants and vending machines in more than 200 countries
or territories. It is produced by The Coca-Cola Company. Initially, when the pharmacist John Pemberton invented it, was
a medicine patented, although it was later acquired by businessman Asa Griggs Candler, whose marketing tactics made
to drink a of the most consumed of the 20th century.

que significa la palabra corito
CORITO is a sector in the city of Cabimas Zulia 40 State;Venezuela ). It belongs to the parish of Jorge Hernández. His
name is a diminutive of Coro, capital of Falcon State, since it was founded by a colony of falconianos who migrated to
Cabimas at the start of the oil exploitation.

que significa la palabra corito
Desnudo.fig.Encogido and pusilanime.m. Worker carrying the skins of grape juice or wine from the winery to the tanks.

que significa la palabra esmorga
Esmorga is a Galician Word difficult to translate. It could be defined as " 34 spree; But not just any spree. It comes as
the party that young people celebrate every weekend out there, drinking, dancing and enjoying for hours in the company
of his friends.

que significa la palabra follonero
troublemaker, rowdy, jaranero, rowdy, rowdy.

que significa la palabra jarana
1.-The jarana huasteca, jarana de son huasteco or jarana is a stringed instrument. It is a chordophone shaped guitar,
5-string. It is smaller than the guitar to huapanguera and usually forms part of the joint huasteco, together with the
huapanguera and violin, taking the role of rhythmic accompaniment. This type of guitar is tuned in intervals of third on a
scale higher than the guitar to huapanguera, being a common tuning notes Sun, Yes, re, f sharp and the.<br>2.-Noisy
fun. Noise, hustle and bustle.Pendency. Brawl.

que significa la palabra polipeptica
A polypeptide chain consists of a linear chain of amino acids linked by peptide bonds. The top of the chain corresponds
to the terminal amino group, and the primary structure is the sequence in which are located all constituents up to the
terminal carboxyl. This sequence is coded Geneticamenteexisten any number of amino acids polypeptide chains,
without any solution of continuity between peptides and proteins. By Convention, it is often considered protein to those
who polypeptide with a molecular weight of the order of 10,000 or more.

que significa la palabra polipeptica
Of Polipeptidopolipeptido ( from the Greek to do» IA " lot "? and Aµaaia " digested "  ) It is the name used to designate a
peptide of sufficiently large size; as guidance, you can speak more than 10 amino acids. When the polypeptide is large
enough and, in particular, when has a unique and stable three-dimensional structure, one speaks of a
protein.Chemically, a polypeptide is a polyamide, with the only caveat that constituent monomers are only amino acids
in alpha helix.

que significa legion
1.-From the latin legionem. Fundamental unit of the Roman army.   (The imperial legion had about 6,000 men divided
into 10 cohorts, 30 maniples and centuries 60 ).<br>2.-Number indeterminate and hearty people or living
beings.<br>3.-Name that is usually given to certain bodies of troops.



que significa libia
In mythology, Libya is the wife of Poseidon, i.e. Latin Neptune. Formerly Libya referred to throughout Africa and it was
named precisely this mythological character, who is the sister of Asia. Santa Libya was one of the martyrs in Palmira (41
Syria; in the 3rd century.

que significa limite nacional
The national limit is that delimits the border territirial of a nation.

que significa lobriga
LOBRIGA adj. ant. lubricious, prone to lust or other Vice.

que significa majagua en cuba
Majagua is a municipality in the central region of Cuba, founded in 1906, as part of the province of Ciego de Ávila.

que significa majagua en cuba
majagua.  (Antillean voice ).1. American tree of the Malvaceae family, which grows up to twelve meters in height, with a
trunk straight and thick, well populated, Cup leaves large, alternate and cordate, flowers of five purple petals and yellow
fruit. It is very common in the flood lands of the island of Cuba. Strong and tough, its wood is very good for Spears and
milestones, and phloem of new stems much duration and use ropes are made.

que significa melorico
What melorico is incorrectly written and should be written as "merolico" as meaning:<br>melorico = merolico, merolica
name men and women 1.    MEX person who is very talkative.    sinonimo:hablador, talkative 2.    MEX Streetvendor that
attracts passers-by with his verbosity.

que significa membrana
membrane s. f.1 very thin layer of organic, usually flexible and resistant, humans, animal or vegetable tissue; its
functions include the cover an organ or a duct or the separate or connect two cavities or structures adyacentes.2 blade
thin material elastico.3 very tensioned blade, usually of leather, which in certain percussion instruments is the part which
is hit or rub to produce sounds.

que significa merkato
In esperanto merkatoEn Spanish market

que significa molcajetes
Plural of molcajete.The molcajete is a Mexican cooking utensil type mortar, which is used for grinding various food
products, including grains, species and vegetables, intended for the preparation of sauces and other dishes. A stone
cylinder called tejolote is used to grind the ingredients.

que significa monadico
It is the one that is given to each individual panel a single sample to evaluate. In monadic panels, each one of its
members compares the performance of the product being used against their own experience.

que significa niacin
Vitamin B3, niacin, Nicotinic Acid, or vitamin PP, with chemical formula C6H5NO2 is a water-soluble vitamin, i.e. water



soluble. It acts on the cell as a prosthetic group of coenzymes or precursor metabolism of them. It is absorbed by
passive diffusion, not stored and surpluses are eliminated in the urine. Derivatives, NAD, and NADPH, NADH and
NADP, are essential in the energy metabolism of the cell and in the repair of DNA.

que significa orero
Orero is a town and comune in the province of Genoa, region of Liguria, with 597 inhabitants.

que significa paidofilia
From a medical point of view, the paedophilia or pedophilia is a paraphilia which consists of excitement or sexual
pleasure are achieved, mainly, through activities or sexual fantasies with children, usually between 8 and 12 years.1 the
person who suffers from pedophilia is called pedophile, an individual of at least 16 years being entertained sexually with
children under 13 and respect that maintains an age difference offor at least five years

que significa pajuelo
straw f. Dim. straw.Rye straw, shoots of fennel or cotton twisted, cover of sulphur, burning with flame.

que significa palabra cheo
CHEO is a health center and pediatric research to provide excellent care focused on the patient's family, a research
development pioneer, and the formation of the the health professionals of tomorrow.

que significa paredilla
low boundary wall f. wall; for example, a * fence or the of a * banister.

que significa plotear
Print.

que significa polipeptidica
Polypeptide ( from the Greek to» IA " lot "? and Aµaaia " digested "  ) It is the name used to designate a peptide of
sufficiently large size; as guidance, you can speak more than 10 amino acids. When the polypeptide is large enough
and, in particular, when has a unique and stable three-dimensional structure, one speaks of a protein.Chemically, a
polypeptide is a polyamide, with the only caveat that constituent monomers are only amino acids in alpha
helix.Oligopeptide: less than 10 amino acids. Polypeptide: more than 10 amino acids. Protein: more than 100 amino
acids. Proteins with a single polypeptide chain protein monomer, while the composed of more than one chain called
polypeptide are known as multimeric proteins.

que significa poluente
in Portuguese means poluenteen Spanish means pollutant

que significa popal
-Popal: Growth herbacea that develops in marshy places in the coastal plains, conagua permanent where it lives rooted
in the background, both temperate and warm areas. Her main area of distribuciÛn is located in the coastal plain of the
southern Gulf of Mexico. Cattail: Community of herbaceous plants rooted at the bottom of swamps or along the shores
of lakes and ponds, both warm dezonas as temperate regions.

que significa potestad



Protective postedad. Of power real, applied under cover of the subjects who made tort ecclesiastical judges.

que significa potestad
Jurisdiction or power over a thing.

que significa potestad
Domain

que significa predictible
predict (Predictability ) Forecast may refer both at the «action and effect predict» as «the words manifesting what is
predicted»; in this sense, predict anything is "announce by revelation, science or conjecture something that has to
happen»

que significa racista
racist racism. concerning adj.1 adj./s. com.2 applied to the person who feels rejection and contempt for those who
belong to another race.

que significa redondel
m. circular land intended for the Bullfight of bulls and limited by the fence or barrier.

que significa redondel
m. kind of layer without Chapel and round bottom.

que significa redondel
1. m. coloq. circumference ( do curve ).2 m. circle ( area or surface contained within a circle ).

que significa regulatoria
regulatory = reguladorregulador,-ra adj.1 that regulates or adjusts a thing or activity: the Government will start regulating
the market prices; the regulatory function performed by the mineral salts and vitamins makes it possible that all the
processes that take place in our body develop with normality. s. m.2 mechanism used to sort or operation of a machine
or of one of their pieces: bottles divers carry an oxygen regulator;? the water acts as a great regulator of temperature
and climate, so is therefore more pleasant to live near the sea, where the weather is more benign, in a meseta.3 musical
sign in figure of acute angle, horizontally placed on one or more notes, indicating, according to the direction of its
opening, that the intensity of the sound has to increase (  <  ) or decrease (  >  ) gradually.

que significa reptor
Refers to the way to move from one place to another supporting the belly on the floor. This word is derived from the
word reptile.

que significa reptor
Drag like the varmints.

que significa sarcia
Sarcia is an independent game developed in RPG Maker VX by québécois community RPG Maker: Oniromancie. Only



the development of all aspects of his game, except the music, offers us a first vision extremely promising, lovely,
mystical, and old-school, at the same time, recalling many references without similar provided.

que significa schule
English schuleEn Spanish escuelaEscuela is the generic name for any teaching centre, education, school, College,
educational institution or centre of participation; that is, every institution that provided education or teaching.It tends to
indicate more specifically to primary schools or university schools forming together with faculties, universities.

que significa seaweed en español
English Spanish seaweeden alga

que significa silente
Silent, quiet, calm:

que significa sincalizados
relating or belonging to a sindicatoque is part of a Union

que significa tandeos
plural of tandeotandeo m. distribution in batches of irrigation water.

que significa taparroscas
plural of taparroscaTaparrosca: it is a stopper that closes a plastic or glass, commonly drink container, the stopper is
plastic and has an inner thread that allows to replace the cap on the bottle.

que significa thael
Thael is a name of Arab origin of the FemeninoEl sex meaning of this name is "Envoy of Dios " the name is Israeli/Arab
in origin. Another from meaning is blessed of God.

que significa titerito
titeritoes a diminutive of Titerefigura of wood, plastic or other material, dressed and adorned, that moves through ropes
or by entering a hand inside; puppet, punchinello.

que significa tlaragana
What tlaragana is incorrectly written and should be written as "habagana" as meaning:<br>tlaragana =
haraganaharagan,-wins adj./s. m. and f. Applies to the person who does not work or does not meet their work due to
laziness or lack of attention and interest. Gandul, lazy, lazy.

que significa tool maker
English tool makeren Spanish manufacturer of tools

que significa tribe
Tribe in English = tribe in Spanish.The English word tribe occurs in the 12th century Middle English literature as a
reference to one of the twelve tribes of Israel. The word is from the old French tribe, in turn from Latin tribes, in reference
to the original tripartite ethnic division of the ancient Roman State



que significa visaje
( French visage, face ) WinCE, exaggerated or comical movement of the face.

que significa vulgata
The Vulgate is a translation of the Hebrew and Greek Bible to latin, performed at the end of the 4th century ( in 382 ad  )
by Jerome of Stridon. It was commissioned by Pope Dámaso I two years before his death ( 366-384 ). Version takes its
name from the phrase vulgata editio ( Edition reported ) and he was written in a current latin as opposed to the classical
latin of Cicero, Jerónimo de Estridón dominated. The objective of the Vulgate was to be easier to understand and more
accurate than its predecessors.

que significa wao
WAO = montroMontro: term used to refer to someone who supposedly knows everything.

que significa wao
WAO is a Philippine municipality in South Lanao province. According to the 2000 census, it has 35,517 inhabitants
residing in 6,505 homes.

que significa workaholic
English Spanish workaholicen workaholic

que significa yampi
Guitarrista.NACIO in PARIS from 65 for those things in life but was raised in Cervantes ALCALÁ DE HENARES 40
land;41 MADRID; THERE HIS STUDIES OF MUSIC COURSE AND THERE BEGAN TO STRUM THE GUITAR

que significa yapanca
YAPANCHA, épanche (Tyursksk. Japundza ). Rhode mantle short, as used in the East. Épanche (Pol.  ). 1 ) layer
sleeveless. 41-2; The outer casing of some slugs.

que significa yeito
m. Urug. Mana, ability.    Shoddy attitude or gesture.

que significa zegries
zegries = plural of zegri zegri [also cegri] adj.1 relative to a family of the Nasrid Kingdom of Granada celebrated by
disputes over the power that remained in the s. xv with the family of the abencerrages and that weakened the Kingdom.

que sintomas pasan cuando se sube el anticuagulante
IV. ORAL ANTICOAGULANT therapy and Farmacosmuchos of patients who are treated with oral anticoagulants need
to-mar other drugs. This is, without a doubt, one of the aspects of the management of the anticoagulanteque more
concerned at the medicos.1. Drugs queno be used conjuntamentecon anticoagulants.Because they increase the risk of
hemorragia:salicilato at high doses

que son bromlecula
Biomolecules are the constituent molecules of living beings. The six chemical elements or bioelements more abundant
in living organisms are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus and sulphur 40.C, H, O, N, P, S ) representing
around 99% of the mass of most of the cells, they create all types of substances or biomolecules ( proteins, amino acids,



neurotransmitters )

que son las leyes fiscales
They are those that point out and determine the subjects, objects, bases, rates or tax rates in compliance with the
constitutional provisions of contribution to the public expenditure.

que son las siglas inali
They are the initials of the National Institute of indigenous languages ( INALI ). It is an entity built from a Mexican statute
published in the Official Gazette on 13 March 2003, during the administration of then-President Vicente Fox Quesada. It
is a decentralized agency of the Federal public administration, with legal personality and patrimony of own, divided into
sectors in the Secretariat of public education, according to their law of creation: the General Law of linguistic rights of the
40 indigenous peoples;LGDLPI ) published in the official journal of the Federation on March 13, 2003.

que son los musculos complementarios
They are supporting muscles that give support and strength to the main, for example the triceps muscle.

que tiene cochayuyo en mapudungun
Sea grass.  The Mapuche called this alga collofe dyes Brown, who prepared it.Mapudungun is the mapuche language,

que tiene cuernos
Having horns in Italian ( avere le corna ) It can mean two things: when your partner puts you horns as diciste and
another 40 sense; less used ) It is: be ready without seeming so, without monstrarlo ( for example, a person who does
things without which people are dea account... in this case is having horns ).

que tipo de abecedario es o
In the ABC of algebraEl numerical value of an algebraic expression for a given value, is the number obtained to replace
this with given numerical value and perform the indicated operations.

quejan
They complain complain complain tr. Aquejar.prnl. Express with words or screaming the pain that you feel.One express
their resentment.

queratinizante
Keratinizing means shaping keratin as the skin, which is typical of the squamous cell type.

querer mas que a la propia vida
It is possible to love someone more than your own life.Comes to mind the example of a mother who has conceived her
son and loves him with all his being and is willing to give everything to your kid.

quero
Quero is a Spanish municipality in the province of Toledo in the community of Castilla - La Mancha.Se located in the
province of Toledo, in the region of la Mancha, 651 metres of altitude. It is near one of the most populated cities in the
province of Ciudad Real, Alcázar de San Juan of more than 30,000 inhabitants.



querodinamita
querodinamita is incorrectly written and should be written as "quero dynamite" being its meaning:<br>querodinamita =
quero quero dinamitaen Galician Spanish dinamitaen me dynamite

querulante
adj. Siquitr.dicese of the delirium of the person whose activity is aimed at repairing the injustices or prejudices, of
unjustified nmanera, believed to have suffered.

queruloso
Of querulencia.Psychic characteristic of persons suffering from delirium querulante.

quesha
What is Quesha?Meaning of the name Quesha [Syll. ques - ja, qu - e - sha] Quesha girl's name is pronounced as
KW-SHAH. Quesha is largely used in English, and its origin is African - Bobangi and Hebrew. Quesha is a variant of the
transcription of the name Queisha ( English ).

queto
Queto-queto (Gnaphalium spicatum Lam.  )    Biennial or perennial grass, thin roots, measures about 20 cm. high.Grows
on the banks of the streams of high Andean regions and highlands of the hills at an altitude between 2400 to 4500
meters above sea level.Extends to Chile, Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay, South of the Brazil. Antihemorrhagic properties (
41 minor wounds healing, antiseptic ( urinary tract ) antiulcer, acaricide, anticancer ( 41 prostate; and gastric cancerIt is
used in respiratory ( hoarseness, sore throat ).

quetza
QUETZAUbicado in one of the most picturesque places of the coast of Rocha, Quetza complex, consists of two cabins
accommodating up to four people, with view to the sea and at a distance of 300 metres from the beach. The cottages
also have Jacuzzi.

qué es un recuadro
In the cartoon, a vignette is a box bounded by lines representing a moment of history. It is considered as the
representation of the minimum space or significant time, and is the minimum unit of the Assembly of the comic. This
narrow and scenic space collects action drawn and sometimes a text, 1 so that within it are often coexist the iconic
language, and sometimes also the verbal language. The space that separates the bullets is known as 2nd Street ( in
English 41 gutter;.

qué es un recuadro
box m. arch. Chamber or division in the form of table or cuadrilongo, a wall or another superficie.pren. In newspapers,
space enclosed by lines to highlight a story.

qué significa inquire?
English inquire.Spanish ask.

qué significa la palabra excusión?
Of the lat. excusso,-Inis ).Right or benefit of fasteners to be not compelled, generally speaking, to the payment as long
as you have sufficient assets the forced main or preferential.



quien era avalon
Avalon, or Avalon is the name of an island of legendary Celtic mythology somewhere in the British Isles where,
according to legend, the Apple trees give tasty fruits throughout the year and inhabit nine Queens fairy; among them,
Morgana.En initially it was believed that the word Avalon was an adaptation of the Celtic word Annwyn or Annuvin,
which refers to the legendary Kingdom of fairies, but already in the 12th century, Geoffrey of Monmouth he thought that
the name derives from the translation of " island of apples ". This is highly likely, since, in the breton language, Apple
said endorsement, and Welsh says ' afal '   ( with the pronunciation of the " (f) " as " (v) "  ). Avalón was also called Ynys
Witrin, meaning island of glass.

quiera
want to verb love: want is: 1st person singular ( I ) ( he/she/you ) singular person present subjunctive 3rd ( he/she/you )
singular person present subjunctive 3rd imperativoquerer m m. love, carino:tr.? Want, crave: I want you to come to the
party.Love, have love, will or inclination to a person or thing: love his brother.You have will or determination to execute
an action: always wants to get with it.Order a quantity for something: wanted and a half million pesetas for your
car.Accept an apuesta:no searched because of wanting the órdago.Give reason a person with their actions or words to
something that can harm it happens: you what you want is to lose the train.Be something suitable: this wall wants a
hand painting.Pretend, try, try: most want to be a footballer.Conform or conform to the intent or desire for another: would
like to join us? intr. impers. Be next to be or check one thing.

quiero ser invisible
title of book '' I want to be invisible '' Carmen Garcia Iglesias

quillacollo
Quillacollo is a town and municipality of Bolivia capital of Quillacollo province in Cochabamba Department, it is 13
kilometres west of the city of Cochabamba.


